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SURFING
July
19-26 World Championships, K, Peru
September
20-22 Copa Ibérica, W, Pantin
October
4-6
Les Sable d’Olonne, W
12/13 Ventura US W Titles
MARATHON
May
3-5
Gauja XXL
5
Linlithgow, H
5
Wey, H
5
Worcester, H
5
67th Bedford
9
Lowport Summer Series 1
10-12 Sarcidano
11
Rheine
11
Fishguard Bay, OR
11/12 German National Championship
12
Anker Valley, H
12
Chester, H
12
Maidstone, H
12
Tamar, H
19
Basingstoke Canal, H
19
Forth & Clyde 1, H
19
Hastings 1066, H
19
Norwich, H
19
Nottingham, H
25
Epic Bay, OR
26
Lower Exe, H
26
Trentham, H
26
Reading Circuit
31-2 World Cup, Baerum
June
1
Colwyn Bay Blast, OR
6
Lowport Summer Series 2
7/8
Tahiti, WC, OR
8/9
Bradford, H
8
Conwy Ascent
9
Burton, H
9
Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
9
Glasgow Canal, H
9
Royal, H
9
Glasgow Green
11
Linlithgow L
13
Forth & Clyde
14
Pete White Memorial, Ironbridge
15
ICON/GB Championships, OR,
Woolacombe
15
Perth, H
15/16 Willowbank
16
Leighton Buzzard, H
16
Southampton, H
16
Hereford Wye, H
22/23 Torino
23
Camel, H
23
Oxford Midsummer, H
23
Richmond, H
23
Queens Head
29
Mauritius, WC, OR
July
4
Lowport Summer Series 3
5-7
Nelo Summer, WC 3, OR, Viana
do Castelo
6/7
Cheshire Canals Ring

4

7
7
7
14
21
25-28

Bishop’s Stortford, H
Fal, H
Thames Valley Circuit, H
Pete White Memorial, Ironbridge
Dart Circuit, H
European Championships,		
Decize
28
Tewkesbury, H
28
Medway
August
1
Lowport Summer Series 4
3
Sella Descent
4
Glasgow Green, H
10
Dalsland
10/11 National Championships,		
Norwich
24
Longridge, H
25
Tonbridge, H
25-31 2nd Mediterranean Beach 		
Games, OR
27-30 World Championships, Mas,
Baerum
September
5
Lowport Summer Series 5
8
Lincoln, H
8
Pangbourne, H
8
Poole Harbour, H
9-15 World Championships, OR,
St-Pierre de Quiberon
15
60th Liffey Descent
15
Henley, H
15
Soar Valley, H
14/15 French National Championships,
Tours
15
Gloucester, H
15
Henley, H
15
Soar Valley, H
22
Forth & Clyde Canal 2, H
26-29 Ohana Mana Cup, Cagliari
28
Mur Challenge
28
Hasler Final, Southampton
29
Vigevano Pavia
October
5/6
Glasgow-Edinburgh Canal 		
Challenge
6
Elmbridge
7/8
World Cup, Mas, Shaoxing
14-20 World/Asian Championships,
Shaoxing
16
Wolfreton, H
19
Royal Paddling Challenge
20
Adige, Pescantina
20
Chelmer, H
20
Fowey, H
27
Banbury, H
November
2/3
Peter Marlin Ski, E London
9
Gorges de l’Ardèche
10
Leighton Buzzard Remembrance
24
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge
January
9-12 Misr
14-16 2nd Nile
April
10-13 72nd Devizes-Westminster, I
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SLALOM
May
1-5
U23/J World Championships,
Rio de Janeiro
4
Nene WW Centre, 4
4/5
Tacen
4/5
Pinkston, 2/3
6
Hornbill Cardiff, I/P/4
11
Nene, 4
11/12 European O, Liptovsky Mikulas
11/12 71st Tatra
11/12 Fairnilee, 2-4
11/12 Orton Mere, 3/4
12
Wath upon Dearne, 4
12
Frome Market Yard, 4/O
18/19 Llandysul, 2-4
18/19 Seaton Park, 3/4
18/19 Wagon Lane, 3/4
19
Winchester, 4/O
25/26 McConkey, P/1, Holme Pierrepont
26
Hatfield, 4
30-2 European Championships, Pau
June
1/2
Chapel Falls, 1
1/2
Ironbridge, 2/3
1/2
Slalom Inspires, Grandtully
8/9
European O, Merano
8/9
Bala Mill, Pan Celtic/2-4
8/9
Langham Farm, 3/4
8/9
Alva, 3/4/Scottish Schools
8/9
ECA J Cup, Krakow
14-16 Lee Valley, WC 1
22/23 ECA J Cup, Valstagna
15/16 Bala Mill, 2-4
15/16 Shepperton, 3/4
21-23 Bratislava, WC 2
22/23 Krakow Mayor Cup
22/23 ECA J Cup, Solkan
22/23 Solstice Cardington, 2-4
22/23 Fairnilee, 2-4
25/26 ECA J Cup, Flattach
28-30 Tacen, WC 3
29/30 Y Danubia Cup,
Bratislava-Cunovo
29/30 ECA J Cup, Augsburg
29/30 23rd Young Danubia Cup, 		
Bratislava-Cunovo
29/30 Washburn, 1/O
29/30 Stone, 3/4
July
4-7
European Championships,
U23/J, Liptovsky Mikulas
6
Hinckley Wharf, 4/O
6/7
Holme Pierrepont,
English Pan Celtic/1/2, Holme
Pierrepont
13/14 Bala Mill, 2-4/J Welsh 		
Championships
13/14 Howsham, 2-4/O/Yorkshire 		
Championships
13/14 Shepperton, 3/4
16-21 World Championships, U23/J,
Krakow
20/21 Washburn, 2/O
20/21 Orton Mere, 3/4
27/28 Persley, 2/3/O
27/28 Slalom Inspires, Holme Pierrepont

August
2-4
Pan American Games, Lima
3/4
Praha, European O Cup
3/4
Ceske Budejovice, J, European
O Cup
8-10 Pan American Games, Lima
10/11 Bratislava, European O Cup F
10/11 Fairnilee, 2/3
16-18 Canada O, Salaberry de 		
Valleyfield
17
Llandysul, 2-4
17/18 Danube Cup, Wien
17/18 Grandtully, 2
24/25 Grandtully, 1
29/30 Markkleeburg, WC 4
31/1 Pinkston 1
31/1 Cardington 2-4
31/1 Marple, 3/4
September
6-8
Praha, WC F/X World 		
Championships
7/8
Interclubs, Cardington
7/8
Tynedale, 2-4
8
Hatfield, 4
14
Alva, 3/4
14/15 Washburn, 2/O
14/15 Sands Rapid, 4
21/22 Holme Pierrepont, 1/V/J16 		
Championships
21/22 Oughtibridge, 3/4
25-29 World Championships,
La Seu d’Urgell
28/29 Tryweryn, P/Pan Celtic/
Welsh Championships
28/29 Nene, 2/3
October
5/6
British O, P/2/O, Lee Valley
5/6
Llandysul, Pan Celtic/1
6
Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
12/13 Symonds Yat, 2/3
18-20 NHK Cup, Tokyo
19/20 Tees, P/1/Pan Celtic
25-27 Ready Steady Tokyo
26/27 Shepperton, 2/3
26/27 Dart Country Park, 2-4
26/27 Stone, 3/4/Stone Town Council
Cup
November
2/3
Shepperton, 2/3
30
ACM, Holme Pierrepont
30/1 Scottish Championships/O
February
1-3
Oceania Championships, 		
Auckland
21-23 Australia O, Penrith
March
26-29 Asian Championships, Pattaya
WWR
May
3/4
Cheat R & Narrows, Cl
11
Dalek Series
14-18 European Championships,
Bovec
18
Hamble R Raid
19
Winchester, O/Wh
25
ECA J Cup, Cl, Ticino Moesa
June
1-2
La Seu d’Urgell, WC
8-10 Treignac, WC, Cl
15
1st Tryweryn Descent
15/16 Simme, l/Sp
22
Dalek Series/Wh
July
6/7
ECA Cup, Sp, Piateda
20
Dalek Series

23-28 World Championships, U23/J,
Banja Luka
August
17/18 ECA Cup, Ceske Budejovice
31
Dalek Series
September
25-29 World Championships,
La Seu d’Urgell
December
13-15 Liukuzhen City, WC
FREESTYLE
May
3
Nottingham
5
Welsh Open, BX, Cardiff
11
Lee Valley, BX
20
Welsh O, Cardiff
June
1/2
Holme Pierrepont
29/30 Tryweryn, Y
July
2-7
World Championships, Sort
12
Nottingham
August
2
Nottingham
31
European O
September
13
Younguns, Nene
October
11
Younguns, Nene
SPRINT
May
4
Elmbridge
5
SW Schools
11
Strathclyde Park
18/19 Matija Ljubek Memorial, Jarun
Lake
18/19 Women’s Cup, Szolnok
21-26 Poznan, WC1
24-26 Brandenburg Cup
25
Linlithgow
31-2 Duisburg, WC2
June
1/2
Band Together, Nottingham
23
Kirkcaldy CC, Kinghorn L
25-27 European Games, Minsk
26/27 Decize
29/30 Nottingham
July
5/6
Pan American Paracanoe 		
Championships, Saõ Paulo
5-7
Auronzo
6
Royal
6/9
Pacific Games, Apia
11-14 European Championships,
U23/J, Racice
27-30 Pan American Games, Lima
August
1-4
World Championships, U23/J,
Pitesti
21-30 World Championships, Szeged
25
Kirkcaldy CC, Kinghorn L
26-31 African Games, Rabat
31/1 Moravia Championships, Lake
Kunovska Tabule
31/1 National Championships, S/
U23/J, Nottingham
September
7
Scottish Championships, 		
Strathclyde Park
7/8
Sobeka Flanders Cup, Zwevegem
12-15 Olympic Test, Tokyo
13-15 Olympic Hopes, Bratislava
October
5/6
40th Italian Silver Medal Trophy,
Savona
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November
17
National Schools 			
Championships, Reading
February
14-16 Oceania Championships, 		
Penrith
March
26-29 Pattaya
MULTISPORT
May
4
Isla de Ibiza
11
Erkner Duathlon
12
München Triathlon
18
Kretinka, Sp, WC
18
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
19
Frühjars Gimbsheim
22
Norfolk SuperHeroes
26
Brigg Bomber, World 		
Championships, MD
June
1/2
Wasserstadt Limmer, Hannover
1-6
Corsica Raid
15
Do the Q, Indian Lake
16
Dearne Valley, Sp/QK
22
European Championships, MD,
Tyn-nad-Vltavou
22
Norfolk SuperHero, Burnham
29
European Championships, Sp,
Koberbactal
29
Åre Extreme Challenge
30
National Championships,
Sp/QK, Box End
July
6
Artemis Gt Kindrochit
7
Bydgoszcz, Sp, WC
7
Schorfheide
14
Deva Divas, L, Chester
14
Lincs QK
20
ExtremeMan, World 		
Championships, Sp, Kasposvár
27
Kelheim Triathlon
August
3
Sportolna, Sp, WC
3
Husky, Horná Lehota-Lopej
17
Wassersuppe
24
Balaguer, Sp, WC
24
Miladation
31
Bergsee Ratscher
September
1
Shrewsbury, Sp, WC
21
Awesome Foursome, Bude
October
3
Waldenburg Triathlon
SAILING
May
17-19 Border Skirmish, OC, Kielder
Water
June
14-16 Summer Sailing, OC, Rutland
Water
July
5-7
Welsh Weekend, OC, Bala
27-3 Europa Cup, IC, Hourtin
September
6-8
Lakes Classic, OC, Ullswater
27-29 Last Chance, OC, Windermere
December
30-8 World Championships, IC,
Lake Macquarie
POLO
May
4
Liverpool, NWU18/U16
4/5
Wallonie
18/19 Finals, 2-4
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June
1/2
Liverpool, I
8-10 48th Deutschland Cup, Essen
15
Glasgow O
22/23 Joy Davis Hull, I
28-30 ECA Cup 1, Mechelen
29/30 27th Flanders Cup, Willebroek
July
20/21 ECA Cup 2, Kaniow
27/28 London, I
31-4 Belfast
August
3/4
24th Welsh, I
4-7
Asian Championships, Tehran
8/9
Pan American Championships,
Boston
10/11 Dikkebus Lake
17/18 Gekko, Ghent
28-1 European Championships,
Coimbra
September
7/8
Irish O
12/13 Setúbal Cup
14/15 8th Ponterosso Trophy
14/15 British O, Nottingham
October
26
9th Iberian Championships, 		
Madrid

DRAGON BOAT RACING
May
5
Stockton
12
Portsmouth
26
Chatham
June
1
Milton Keynes
16
Liverpool
3
London Festival
July
14
Nottingham
17-21 Moskva , ECA Nations & Clubs
Championships,
August
3
London
4
Nottingham Riverside Festival
Challenge
September
8
Wath upon Dearne
12-15 Kiev, ICF Club Crew World 		
Championships
21/22 British National 			
Championships, Nottingham
November
12-15 Indore Bhopal, ICF World 		
Championships,

OUTRIGGER
August
9-16 World Championships, LD,
		Mooloolaba
MISCELLANEOUS
May
17-19 Scottish Women’s Paddle 		
Symposium, Findhorn
17-19 Keswick Mountain Festival
18-20 St David’s Sea & Surf Kayak
Festival
25-27 20th Crick Boat Show
25-2 Go Paddling Week
30-1 All Wales Boat & Leisure Show,
Gwalchmai
June
1
Pinkston Paddlesport Party
1-3
IWA Trailboat Festival, Lancaster
Canal
July
19-21 Bristol Harbour Festival & 		
Western Boat Show
19-21 Thames Traditional Boat Festival,
Henley-on-Thames

The big fib
We took the kids canoeing
Back when regulations
We’re not as tight as they
Are today
And it must have been a long
Time ago and well before that
Terrible tragedy in Lyme Bay.

But to take them in among
The kelp forests
And in among the sharp
Tall rocks
Filled those kids
With awe and silence when
Normally they all ran amock

We even ran a slush fund
And charged every one
Who could afford, unknown
To them, an extra few quid
so that the kids
Whose families had no cash
Came and benefited from
That one particular ‘big fib’.

And of course it’s right that
Instructors today
Have tickets by the score
But this was many decades
Ago and truly fun, what is more.

Mind you, you couldn’t have
Drowned if you’d wanted to
As the kids were surrounded
With adults in canoes always
And we had a couple of RIBs
Or, rather, Geminis back then
Following them every
Minute of every single day.
There were, of course, qualified
Instructors commensurate with
The rules of the day
Which made for a huge nautical
Canoeing posse out around
Various bays
But the best bit was that kids
Whose families had not much
Of anything benefited from
Our little ruse, had a fantastic time
And all the kids slept like logs
When it came to lights out
While the adults shared a well
Earned cup of tea or bottle of
Cheap supermarket red wine
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Just recently
I saw one of the kids whose
Mums and dads could not
Have afforded to pay,
Who still remembers vividly
the fun they
Had over those warm sunny
Calm canoeing summer days.
I am sixty years a canoeist
Now and still love
The experience always
But yet still I buy the wrong
Canoe, as I did well late last
Year, which I need to trade
In and lose a fortune on
As, you see, some ‘never learn’,
Sadly, when it comes to canoeing,
In truth, I have to say!

Kevin Pyne
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Periodical Publishers Association
Independent Publisher Awards
Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner

The writer was not anonymous. I dislike editors on ego trips who
try to see how many times they can get their names in print. It has
usually been the policy in this magazine that if you do not see a name
on something then I am responsible. The exceptions are that I sign
the editorial, as below, and something may be uncredited, usually a
photograph, if I do not know the originator or at least the supplier.
I was unhappy that the WW racers were told that their event would
run earlier than planned, before the freestyle finals, ane then they were
then kept waiting on the bank, maybe in wet kit, until the freestyle
event was over.
I have since been advised that it was not the European
championships, which were held in Bratislava. However, how did
the European Open differ from the Holme Pierrepont freestyle
competition and what title did the winner earn? For years Holme
Pierrepont was claimed to have an international sprint regatta, at which
the overwhelming majority of paddlers were British. I worry about
events billed as internationals even though they have less overseas
entrants than the national marathon championships, say, but I welcome
enthusiastically those that do live up to their billing, of which the
supreme example last year was polo’s European club championships
at Holme Pierrepont. Next year’s freestyle World Cup event at
Nottingham should remove any doubt about the status of the major
event there.
It might be added that variety of presentation style is a good thing.
Over the years I have had enthusiastic support with extensive coverage
of quadrathlon, dragon boat racing, open canoe sailing and waveski
surfing events supplied by the British Quadrathlon Association,
British Dragon Boat Racing Association, Open Canoe Sailing Group
and British Wave Ski Association, and would welcome others. The
International Canoe Federation also send many articles, mostly slalom
and sprint at world level.

Editorial

I have been taken to task by several readers, including chief judge
Josh Wedgwood, over coverage of the freestyle competition at Holme
Pierrepont in September (Nov p91). I pick up some of their objections.
I had gone to Holme Pier repont to
cover the sprint national championships but
wandered over to the slalom course to see if
anything was happening there. I discovered
the freestyle competition and WWR, neither
of which was listed on the respective website
calendars, just as no start lists or results were
carried. Before the sprint regatta I downloaded
the relevant 43 pages of sprint start list, printed them out and took them
with me for reference. I was permitted to take the freestyle start list
from the control cabin window once the event was over. For the WWR
I never obtained any information, reflected in the coverage, pictures and
captions. Had advance notice been given, my schedule of event coverage
for the year would have been different and I would have been at the
freestyle event for more than a couple of hours. The previous year I had
spent two days there. I welcome this winter’s revamp of the freestyle
website, a significant improvement.
If a sprint photo shows a Wey paddler in lane 2, given by the number
board, and someone in a Falcon top in lane 7 it is not hard to track
down who they are and who won which race, even if I recorded the
heat incorrectly or there were late changes to the programme. For
slalom, enough bibs are readable and they are in reverse numerical
order, even if not sequentially, to establish who appears in each picture. Stuart Fisher
For freestyle the entire body number needs to be visible for a correct
identification. Once a paddler is known, the name can be referred to Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed:
other pictures by looking at boat and kit colours, which occasionally
everything else is public relations - George Orwell
look similar. I regret I got one wrong this time. This could only be done
by examining the photos after the event, by which time it was too late
to describe who did what. I used one or two anonymous pictures but
Publisher contact
generally left out people I could not identify, maybe even winners.
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Malmesbury,
Saying ‘seemingly spending more time in the air than on the water’
Wilts SN16 0HH
should have been too obviously tongue in cheek to have been taken
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
seriously. Use of the word ‘chaos’ was not intended to be derogatory
and I am sorry if it was read that way. Perhaps I should have said
Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
‘organized chaos’ to indicate the style without suggesting it was not
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
under control. Freestyle has always included an element of anarchy,
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is
begun as hotdogging by paddlers who thought slalom was becoming
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions.
too serious and organized, losing its fun element. This is a competition
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible
where judges have been known to shout suggestions to those on the
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes
water, where the occasional competitor drops in when washed down
on these waters. They do not necessarily support
from playing upstream and where the Saturday night party, which I have
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves
attended on occasion, is more essential than getting a good night’s sleep
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment
prior to the next day’s competition. Look at the main picture on p84 of
reviewed here.
the Nov 2017 coverage of that year’s corresponding competition and
Governing body enquiries
tell me that it was not mayhem or chaos and was not one of the most
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
fun pictures since the days of Mike Jones rallies. By way of contrast,
International and the International Sea Kayak
look at the sprint results to see a page of penalties handed out for
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and
infringement of a long set of rules. Some organization is more precise
associations should be addressed as appropriate.
than others.
I was not aware that performers selected their own music. You
would need to be a masochist with a wicked sense of humour to select
the German national anthem as the theme tune for your freestyle
performance.
When I use the term ‘performing’ it is for people who are marked by
judges, as in freestyle or surfing. ‘Racing’ is when there is timing only.
‘Competition’ is the term I am more likely to use but I accept that you
may find inconsistencies.

Coverage
of freestyle
and others

Has your email address changed or do you
want to be added to the mailing list when
copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email
address (with your former email address if
changed) and ask us to add you to the list.
We record only email addresses, not names,
offering greater security than GDPR.
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Portaging on the canal
during the Devizes to
Westminster Race, probably
the warmest and sunniest
Easter in the 71 year
history of the race. Full
coverage begins on p52.
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The Roundhouse, a
former canal stables
and warehouse on the
Birmingham Canal
Navigations New
Main Line opposite
the Oozells St Loop
connection, is being
restored for reopening
in 2020. A surprising
survival in modern
Birmingham, the ring
shaped building will
include the offer canoe
and bike hire after
restoration.

Keep off
the grass

One of the plagues of
the age is those who
walk along studying their
phones, expecting other
walkers, cyclists and
vehicles to avoid them.
CCTV at the Navigation
pub in Nottingham
recorded a man doing
just that as he attempted
to walk across the leaves
covering a canal lock
and then his subsequent
rescue. That said, I am
reminded of a meeting
with BW in their former
offices at Marston
Doles some years ago,
to which I wore a suit.
Afterwards, I took the
dog for a short walk.
He decided he was not
coming back across the
lock gates but preferred
the grass, actually
duckweed, resulting
in my having to haul a
large green dog out of
the canal.

Waxham New
Cut downgraded

The EA have
downgraded the
Waxham New Cut from
Main River to Ordinary
Watercourse. This
removes the permissive
right of the EA to carry
out work on it, the
Broads Internal Drainage
Board taking control.
The cut runs along the
NE perimeter of the
Broads, about 1km from
the parallel North Sea
coast.
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British canoeing’s culture of fear
Following a series of allegations and complaints about
a former coach, including an inappropriate relationship
and a threat to a parent, with rumours going back to
2004 and BC’s handling of the issues, UK Sport and
BC commissioned a report by Sport Resolutions UK
into the handling of the situation. Over a year after it
should have been delivered it is still in draft form and
subject to Maxwellisation, which permits the accused
to respond to comments made about them. The draft
report remains confidential and we have not seen it but a
copy has been leaked to the BBC, who have looked at it
and reported in detail at https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/
canoeing/47908528.
The BBC’s analysis of the report is particularly
concerned about the culture of fear. It says that,
following the Rio Olympics, canoeing was allocated
£22,000,000 for its performance programmes. Funding
is dependent on medal potential. No medals equals no
funding, even though the overwhelming majority of
British paddlers have no more interest than the general
public in whether or not canoeing wins Olympic medals.
This approach by UK Sport results in fear of the loss of
funding if UK Sport is not obeyed fully, canoeing being
one of the best funded British sports for its size. This, in
turn, promotes a climate of fear within canoeing. There
has been a deny and defend culture since at least 2004.
Complaints are mishandled or dismissed and there is a
lack of adequate records of complaints and investigations.
Bullying allegations have not been investigated. The
investigation against the coach was stopped after he
resigned, meaning he may still be a threat to others
elsewhere. An investigation by a former police officer did
not result in any prosecution. Its is accepted that changes
to senior BC staff could be for the better.
The report makes a number of recommendations.
An investigation should be made on the potential for
criminal proceedings against the coach. The proposal for
a safeguarding review, made in March last year, should
be implemented. There should be a review of selection
policies and complaint procedures, some paddlers having
been frightened to put their heads above the parapet
in case their racing careers were adversely affected as a
result.
Some of us would suggest the bullying goes far wider
than just the Olympic disciples or even competition.
BC refused to comment to the BBC as the report is
not in its final form and the investigation is ongoing.

David Train welcomed back

In 2001 David Train was driven out of the BCU
after a series of libellous allegations and an investigation
by an outsider who was paid to go on the board, in
direct contravention of the statutes. When his four year
suspension was completed he was immediately given a
repeat suspension without even a hearing. He was finally
accepted back provided he did not stand for office, a
stipulation he declined to accept. He had previously
been a committee chairman and his contributions to
the sport include the marathon racing divisional system,
the bell boat, the graduated series of canoes and kayaks
taking the paddler from novice to Olympic level and
the development of Fladbury, a club in a small village in
Worcestershire which took national titles from the big
London clubs, developed canoe racing and produced
Olympic medals. His case was taken up by new BC
president Ivan Lawler with documentation from Canoeist
and David has been welcomed back unanimously by the
current board with thanks for all he has done for the
sport.

a survey on how the extra money should be spent.
Responses suggested:
Dredging 66%
Supply of drinking water 41%
Licence checks 39%
Assisted passage 38%
Vegetation clearance 35%
River patrols 33%
Moorings 28%
Toilet disposal 28%
Over half of those who responded opposed the rate
rises, perhaps including those for whom this list offers
nothing (unless vegetation clearance includes such routes
as the Horseway Channel which has deliberately been
allowed to become choked).
CRT licences remain unchanged for 2019, except that
the prompt payment discount for annual licences is to
halved to 5%.
In 2020 the CRT one day canoe licence will be
dropped, a one week licence becoming the minimum.
CRT told PI that this is because it takes as much
effort to process a one day licence as a one week one.
Fortunately, the DVLA have not cottoned on to the fact
that it takes as much effort to process a six month car tax
payment as an annual one.

The Welsh Marine Plan

The Welsh Marine Plan continues to be developed,
the Wales Marine Planning Portal map being available
online. ‘Canoeing and Rowing’ locations are shown
by kayak icons. ‘Kayaking’ locations are shown by red
squiggles which resemble kite surfers and are restricted
to the coast from Porthcawl to Cardigan. Anglesey has no
paddling, apparently, except on the Menai Strait. There is
still no information on this knowledge and how it will
affect users so it would seem appropriate to remain silent
at present. The expenditure on this project would hardly
have been undertaken if it was not intended to have
some effect.
Wave Bristol near the SS Great Britain on Bristol’s
Spike Island should see testing in the summer and
be open to the public this autumn. It should produce
1,000 waves per hour in a range of sizes from
500mm to 2m with six distinct surfing zones. This
will be the second Wavegarden Cove venue after
Melbourne although there are other surf lakes in
Snowdonia and outside Edinburgh.

The Beale Park Boat Show in happier days.

Show developments

The Beale Park Boat Show by the Thames at
Pangbourne has been pulled with no further shows
planned. It was always a friendly show with a variety of
interesting craft exhibited by smaller traders, reminiscent
of the earlier show which used to take place at
Greenwich.
The All Wales Boat & Leisure Show is moving to the
inland Anglesey Showground site at Gwalchmai this year,
having previously been held on the coast at Pwllheli and
then Conwy. The event over May 30th-Jun 1st is aimed
at the middle ground of the boating industry, rather than
the big spenders, and will include kayaks. The organizers
point out that boating tourism generates £282,000,000
per year for the Welsh economy.

Mountain festival returns

Keswick Mountain Festival runs again over May
17-19th with an assortment of outdoor activities. Platty+
will be running try it sessions for kayaks, canoes and
SUP paddling. The National Trust will be promoting
conservation on the River Derwent. Running, cycling,
swimming, climbing, caving, archery, concerts and
camping are some of the activities available over May
17-19th.

Canoe museum gathering support

The Canadian Canoe Museum has stewarded for
the last 20 years the world’s largest collection of canoes,

Licence rates

The Canadian Canoe Museum.
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EA licences for canoes are to rise by 7.7% for a second
successive year, making the minimum day rate for a
canoe £9.80, the same as for a week or even a month
for shorter canoes. Before the increase the EA undertook
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Claire Laycock

Birmingham hire
centre to follow
restoration

kayaks and paddled watercraft. This collection, with
more than 600 boats, has a pivotal role to play in
understanding our past and our collective future.
The museum are building this unique collection a
new $65,000,000 home (May 16, p9) alongside the
Peterborough Lift Lock and the Trent-Sever n
Waterway in Peterborough, Ontario. The new museum,
designed by architects Kearns Mancini of Toronto and
Heneghan Peng of Dublin, will offer extraordinary
visitor experiences in the building, on the land and on
the water. The W Garfield Weston Foundation have
already put up $7,500,000 for the new facility at the
water’s edge. Then, on 1st April the Minister of Canadian
Heritage & Multiculturalism announced $10,000,000
funding for the museum.
This 8,500m 2 facility, with its award winning
architecture and 21st century sustainability, aspires to be
as innovative as the canoe itself. The structure will be
of insitu concrete with a serpentine glass curtain wall.
The interior finishes are primarily exposed concrete and
drywall with a water feature, café, event space, retail store
and a close to 5,000m2 intensive green roof, the roof to
be named in recognition of a $1,500,000 gift from the
Dalglish Family Foundation.
Construction is scheduled to start in 2019 with the
opening of the museum anticipated in 2022.
The new museum will be supported by a $65,000,000
capital campaign and has received foundational
financial support from municipal, provincial and federal
governments, along with the private donors.
In 2013, the Senate declared the Canadian Canoe
Museum and its collection a cultural asset of national
significance.

Reviving Slough

The Slough Arm of the
Grand Union Canal is a
dead end and some parts
of the community have
seen it as a convenient
rubbish dump. Slough
Urban Renewal, a
partnership between
Slough Borough Council
and Morgan Sindall
Investments, hope to
change that and build
40 houses and 200
apartments on the site
of a Travis Perkins yard
at Stoke Wharf. There
will also be a shop, a
café, a community hall,
public green space and
improved access to the
water. There is to be a
public consultation this
year.

World’s largest
waterslide shot

Dane Jackson has run
what is claimed to
be the world’s largest
natural waterslide,
30m, at Lake Tenaya in
the Yosemite National
Park. Not vertical but
as near as makes no
difference for most of us,
he is reckoned to have
clocked up a descent
speed of 64km/h.
Bouncing between rock
projections, a vertical
fall might actually have
been preferable. Last
year he also ran the Hay
River’s Alexandra Falls
in Canada’s Northwest
Territories, which he
puts at 34m although it
is usually recorded as
a mere 32m, first run
by Tyler Bradt in 2007,
Bradt having since gone
on to 58m Palouse Falls
in Washington state.
Jackson’s drop was not
helped by the fact that
colleague Bren Orton
spent several days in
hospital after knocking
himself out running
Alexandra the previous
week.
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Winter
waterways
photographs

The CRT have run
a winter waterways
photographic competition.
Barry Waddel was the
only entrant to get a
canoe into the final dozen
winners, even then only
in the distance. There
were quite a few where
paddling was more central
to the picture in the
selection of over 6,000
entries. It seems that some
parts of the country have
quite lush greenery even
in the winter.

Canoe with a view,
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct,
Llangollen Canal.

Armley Bridge, Leeds & Liverpool Canal.

Canoeing along, Leeds &
Liverpool Canal.

Kayaking, Birmingham & Fazeley Canal.

Traffic jam,
Grand Union Canal.
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Canoes at Canal Central, Maesbury Marsh,
Montgomery Canal.

Morning paddle,
Grand Union Canal.

Trio of kayaks, Leeds & Liverpool Canal.
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Cotswold Boat
Mobility head
for Stonehouse,
Stroundwater
Navigation.

Peak Forest Canal.

Winter at Saltaire, Leeds & Liverpool Canal.

Different perspective,
Bridgwater & Taunton Canal.

Saturday afternoon
paddle in the sun,
Droitwich Canals.

Canadian Canoeing, Rochdale Canal.

Kayaking in Rodley, Leeds & Liverpool Canal.

Swan Lake (but on a canal), Lancaster Canal.

Winter sports,
Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal.

Canoe on
pontoon,Liverpool
Link canal.

Kayaking, Birmingham &
Fazeley Canal.

Three red canoes,
Gloucester & Sharpness Canal.

Yellow canoes, Regent’s Canal.
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York from the Ouse, River Ouse.
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Thorn Channel
collision
implications

The Thorn Channel at
the end of Southampton
Water passes close
off Calshot and then
swings west to avoid
the Brambles Bank
before returning to
the southeast. It is a
complex piece if water,
especially for large
commercial vessels.
The Marine Accident
Investigation Branch
have reported on a
collision where a cruiser
became held on the
bow of an Isle of Wight
car ferry for 18 seconds.
Both were heading south
to Cowes. The ferry’s
view was obscured
by sun glare and the
cruiser had failed to
check behind when
joining the channel at a
shallow angle and had
limited knowledge of the
collision regulations.
For paddlers, bottom
of the food chain, it
is important to know
the line of the fairway,
which is buoyed but not
on the expected line
and also has a smaller
channel east of the
Brambles Bank. The rule
for paddlers is to keep
out of everyone else’s
way. Fairways should be
crossed at right angles to
reduce the time crossing.
It is also important to
be aware that small
passenger ferries travel
very fast and to wait
before crossing if one is
in sight.
At the adjacent entrance
to Portsmouth Harbour,
any crossing away from
the narrow entrance will
involve crossing as craft
are fanning out, those
craft ranging from the
largest aircraft carriers
to fast hovercraft. A trip
past Portsmouth Harbour
and Southampton Water
or across to Cowes
needs to be undertaken
in the full knowledge
of the regulations,
including how they
apply to large vessels,
and with a good lookout
at all times.
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Rising Waters.
Shaan Gresser has paddled solo from Tasmania to
Victoria, 220km in 32 hours. The trip has only been
undertaken before by three paddlers, all male.

A record is being claimed for paddling a pumpkin,
this one weighing 619kg. Tom Pearcy of York Maze
took to the River Ouse in York. Sitting surprisingly
high in the water, the tracking probably left
something to be desired.

The CRT are promoting themselves as a wellbeing
organization. Have your local bookshop caught up
or are they still listing inland waterways titles under
boats or transport?

Most of us would find tackling a 15m fall more than enough interest. Mexican Rafa Ortiz spiced up his drop
by covering his kayak and himself with inflammable material and being set alight before the drop, effectively
doused when he reached the foot of the fall. He has a history of extreme drops, including running a 21m
fall in an inflatable lobster, but decided against tackling Niagara after a closer look
CANOEIST May 2019
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In 2017 Traci Lynn Martin failed in bad weather in
her attempt to circumnavigate all five Great Lakes in one
year, managing Michigan, Superior, Huron and the south
shore of Eire. She is to have another go in 2020 with her
Just Around the Pointe expedition, using a surf ski.
Laura Bingham, Ness Knight and Pip Stewart have
made a first descent of the Essquibo in Guyana, the third
longest river in South America at 1,014km, in 72 days,
paddling inflatable kayaks and accompanied by local
guides. The British trio were new to canoeing but not
to expeditions. Laura had cycled 7,000km across South
America without spending anything and had also sailed
Lonnie Bedwell’s team in Redwall Canyon.
across the Atlantic. Ness was the first woman to swim the
length of the Thames, had cycled 2,000km solo across
Trips
Jason Elliott claims to be the first paddleboarder to the northern Namib Desert, paddleboarded 1,600km
paddle the Leeds & Liverpool Canal and Aire & Calder down the Missouri and completed 15 marathons in
Navigation. His nine day trip was intended to draw 15 day. Pip had cycled 16,000km from Kuala Lumpur
attention to plastic in canals, joining in clean ups with to London and 4,000km along the Transamazonian
clubs along the way. He makes garden furniture and Highway.
When Richard Alexander, Corey Locke, Darren
similar products from waste plastic in Hebden Bridge
under the trade name British Recycled Plastic. His first McDonald and Jeff Martin set out to run the grade 4
three days were slowed down by an easterly headwind, Terra Nova River in Newfoundland in double canoes
they found the water level 50% higher than they had
not what you want in February.
Lonnie Bedwell, Steve Baskis, Kathy Champion, expected. Over the first couple of days they also had
Travis Fugate and Brian Harris have run the 364km of heavy rain. What happened is documented in the film
the Grand Canyon blind. That is, they are all visually Rising Waters.
impaired or have no sight. They were accompanied
by six guides who led them with audible signals, not
entirely effective in the roar of the rapids, and by a team
of safety boaters. Forty years ago this was a trip even fully
fit paddlers were proud to have undertaken.

Paddling poet

Paddler Nancy Campbell of Oxford is the CRT’s latest
Canal Laureate. Her early poems include Safety Briefing
on capsizing and Recipe for a Towpath Garden on using an
old canoe as a flowerbed.

ICF try to take over paddleboarding

The ICF congress in Budapest voted unanimously
to support the claim of the ICF to be the world
governing body for paddleboards. The International
Surfing Association has been crowning paddleboarding
champions since 2012 and is resisting the hostile bid. In
2018 the ICF attempted to run a world championships
but court action by the ISA and the Portuguese
prevented this. The scenario closely resembles that of the
ICF’s predatory attempt to take over dragon boat racing,
for which they run what they call world championships
despite the IDBF’s much larger world championships
run over a much longer period of time. The difference
this time is the confusion and lack of information on
the administration of paddleboarding. The ISA have
failed to reply to requests from us for information and
nobody else has been forthcoming. At national level
Andy Gratwick, managing director of British Kitesports,
told us the sport is still emerging so there is no national
governing body at this time, despite the website for the
British Stand Up Paddle Association. ‘We are considered
the lead body for SUP training, events and insurance in
the UK currently, he said.’
World Wave Ski Association president Gus Presa was
present as an observer at the congress.
It was also decided that compulsory anti doping
courses are to be introduced for all disciplines and all
ages, not just juniors and U23s.
The canoeing in the Youth Olympic Games was
considered a success in 2018 and the slalom/sprint
format may be introduced for a world championships
every year there is not an adult Olympic Games.
The ICF is going professional with ocean racing. This
will be the first ICF discipline to have prizemoney with
an official masters’ world championships and a world
ranking for participants. World ranking points will be
obtained from World Cups, recognized international
events and continental and national championships
although these events will have minimum requirements
to qualify for points. Continental championships will
require three countries and 10 competitors per event to
qualify for points. National championships will need 50
entrants in open men, 20 in open women and 10 in any
other class to qualify. Each competitor will use only the
best two results from a maximum of five events. World
championships will be limited to five boats per nation
per class, the top 40 on the ranking list and the previous
world champion. There are no restrictions for World Cup
events or masters’ world championships.
The subsequent board meetings announced Duisburg
in Germany and the Lee Valley as the hosts of world
championships which will also double as Olympic
selection events for Paris 2024. Duisburg will host the
2023 sprint world championships while the Lee Valley
will host the world slalom championships.
It will be the second time the Lee Valley has hosted an
Olympic Games qualifying world championships after it
also hosted the 2015 world championships.
Duisburg will host the Olympic qualifier for a fifth
time, having also hosted world championships on the eve
of the 1980, 1988, 1996 and 2008 Games.
In other announcements, Auronzo in Italy will host
the U23 and junior world sprint championships in 2023,
while Miyi County in China will host the U23 slalom
and wild water racing world championships in the same
year.
Vejen Kolding in Denmark will host the 2023
marathon world championships and Nantahala Gorge in
the USA the 2023 world WWR championships.

The ICF board voted to return to Barnaul, Russia, for
a sprint World Cup. The Siberian city last year hosted the
inaugural Super Cup.
Szeged, Hungary, scene of this year’s world sprint
championships, will host the second world cup in 2021.
The slalom programme in 2021 will head into what
the ICF are calling the sport’s heartland, with World
Cups to be held in Germany, Spain, France and the
Czech Republic.
The ICF has also agreed to host a slalom World Cup
in China, which will join Markkleeberg (Germany),
Prague (Czech Republic), La Seu d’Urgell (Spain) and
Pau (France) as venues in 2021.
In other decisions, Shaoxing in China will host a 2021
marathon World Cup with the potential for a second
World Cup to be held in Europe. The 2021 wild water
racing World Cups will be held in Treignac, France, and
Banja Luka in Bosnia & Herzogovina.
There will be wild water racing World Cups in La
Seu d’Urgell and Albright in the USA in 2021, while
Nottingham will host a 2020 freestyle World Cup, with a
second host city still to be announced.
China has been shortlisted to host this year’s sprint
Super Cup.
The ICF will undertake a worldwide search to
identify canoeing’s first ethics commissioner.
The board pledged ongoing support for safeguarding
measures across all canoeing disciplines, including in areas
like sexual harassment, racial discrimination, bullying and
protection of minors.
The board was also told of a strong working
relationship between the ICF and rowing’s world
governing body, FISA, as the two sports look to
maximize opportunities at future multisport events.
Rowing and canoe sprint usually share venues at
Olympic Games and YOGs.
Marathon is set to join polo at the 2021 World Games
in Birmingham, Alabama, while talks are progressing to
have dragon boat racing added to the programme for the
2025 Games in Chengdu, China.
There are also indications ocean racing is being looked
at for the 2021 World Beach Games and the ICF is
continuing to lobby to have canoe extreme slalom added
to the Paris 2024 programme.
The ICF board meeting was also provided an update
on the situation in Senegal ahead of the 2022 Youth
Olympic Games. All waterbased sports are set to be
outside the capital, Dakar, with a coastal area the most
likely. The ocean conditions may require a change to the
previous YOG canoe format but there are several options
being examined.
ICF vice president Thomas Konietzko told the board
several discussions had taken place with the International
Dragon Boat Federation about a possible working
relationship into the future. He said progress had been
made but more conversations would be necessary.
There was good news for the future development of
canoeing worldwide. The ICF board heard the IOC is
supporting canoeing through programmes like Olympic
Solidarity, which had provided US$50,000 for a Tokyo
2020 training camp ahead of this year’s ICF slalom
world championships and Olympic qualifiers in La Seu
d’Urgell.
The camp would cover the costs of ten competitors
and coaches from areas where canoeing resources are
limited. There will also be scholarships for several athletes
trying to qualify for future Olympics.
ICF vice-president Tony Estanguet told the board
he would like to see a white water festival developed,
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Rescue award

Joe Rowlands has
received the Queen’s
Commendation for
Bravery after saving the
life of his father, Paul.
The pair capsized near
Ynys Dulas off Anglesey
but were unsuccessful
in swimming to shore.
Paul, a 50 year old
fireman and experienced
paddler and swimmer,
was slipping in and out
of consciousness as 13
year old Joe pulled him
onto rocks and began
chest compressions
and oral resuscitation.
Paul’s wife called out
the rescue services and
a lifeboat and helicopter
arrived after a couple of
hours and took control.
Paul believes it was the
cold which brought
him down but Joe’s
actions, in a potentially
fatal situation, were
lifesaving.

Langport
funding

Langport on the River
Parrett has been awarded
over £200,000 for
river access, to include
ramps, steps, pontoons,
safety equipment, a
water tap, solar lights,
signs, furniture and
angling platforms plus
repairs to the right of
way along the bank
for 800m upstream to
Huish bridge, where
the slipway is also to be
repaired.
The river has been
paddled from at least
as high as the A303
near South Petherton.
At Thorney the lock
has been replaced by
a sluice. From here
through Langport to
Oath Lock the IWA
class the navigation as
derelict. The river is tidal
below Oath Lock. River’s
of Britain’s description of
the river begins, instead,
at the bridge between
West Lyng and North
Curry on the River Tone,
giving a longer tidal lock
free run.
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Go sign up week

May 25th-Jun 2nd has
been announced as Go
Paddling Week, when
paddlers are encouraged
to take part in special
events or just do their
own thing. The target
is 10,000 people. In a
sport with 2,000,000
participants during a
week including two
weekends in early
summer this does not
sound a particularly
ambitious target.
Perhaps the challenge is
to persuade the country’s
paddlers that there is
benefit in finding the
relevant website and
signing to say that they
have been out.

covering slalom, freestyle, wild water racing and extreme
slalom. He also hoped there would be regular continental
championships in all disciplines.
Paracanoe chairman John Edwards urged national
federations to continue to support the new disciplines
which have been added to the Tokyo 2020 paracanoe
programme. He said the women’s VL2 was one area

where encouragement was needed to increase
participation.
The slalom and WWR world championships in La
Seu d’Urgell, Spain, and the U23 & Junior sprint world
championships in Pitesti, Romania, will both take part in
the ICF’s sustainability project, which focuses on ways to
improve the environmental footprint of canoeing events.

Defra can’t show their policy works...
but a pointer is given to the financial link
Over the years there have been two claims which few would dispute.
1 The BC union has been very well funded for its size, even before
sports started getting rewarded for Olympic results.
2 There has been virtually no improvement or serious attempt at
improvement in access south of the border in our lifetimes, England
and Wales continuing to have the most repressive access situation of any
country in the world.
In the 1980s CRACK were not the first to allege that these two facts
were related, that the union were being well funded in return for not
rocking the access boat (Nov 18, p12).
The evidence was purely circumstantial. Access was kept on a short
leash under the close control of the union management. Anyone who
made serious attempts to change the status quo independently was not

Scottish
women’s
symposium

A Scottish Women’s
Paddle Symposium is
to be held at Findhorn
over May 17-19th.
Nearly 20 women will
be leading full day
workshops in canoes,
white water kayaks, sea
kayaks, surfing and SUP,
a different one available
each day. The fee is £125
or £110 for BC members
with accommodation in
Findhorn village hostel.

1937-2018

It would be easier to list what Harry Arnold has not
done for the inland waterways, so extensive has been
his input. He was a founder of the Waterway Recovery
Group, vice president of the IWA, first paid secretary of
the Association of Pleasure Craft Operators and partner
in a horsedrawn hotel boat business. He was a founding
owner of Waterways World, edited the IWA magazine for
17 years, was a regular writer for Towpath Talk and took
over from me as waterways correspondent for Boating
Business. One of the last pieces he wrote was David
Wain’s obituary and he was a narrator in Life on the
Monty, reviewed in this issue, about a restoration which
he helped start. His death following a stroke came a few
days after completion of filming.
His writing for various publications was enhanced by
his Waterways Images archive, having a camera round
his neck as often as not. He co-founded the National
Waterways Museum, the Narrow Boat Trust and the
Shropshire Union Fly-Boat Restoration Society and was
involved in numerous other societies.
On a personal note, I would have been delighted to
have had the review of the latest edition of Canals of
Britain in Waterways World from anyone but nobody more
so than himself. He was the journalists I most enjoyed
meeting at events, somebody not averse to strong
opinions but excellent company. He was in a league of
his own and will be missed by people throughout the
inland waterways.

IWA

***
Parliamentary Written Questions are a system whereby MPs can
ask questions of Government Ministers, who are obliged to reply,
rather like the Freedom of Information Act. It is usual for replies to
give information requested but no more. An MP may choose to ask a
question on behalf of a constituent or may not. My last MP, Ed Vaizey
(Wantage, Con) was very positive. My current MP, James Grey (N Wilts,
Con and an angler), when opposing the English coastal footpath in
Parliament in 2009, allied himself very closely with Martin Salter, the

Wade Harrison’s website has some interesting film of a descent of Avalanche Falls on OBJ Creek in Colorado,
a testing run but not out of the range of extreme paddlers. One of the paddlers was running a lumpy drop
when the rear of his kayak broke off completely at the back of the cockpit and flew a couple of metres into
the air, narrowly missing the paddler who was still paddling at this stage, later rolling at the bottom of the
fall and then swimming.

Harry Arnold MBE
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given an easy time. Defra are always keen to promote the union when
they get a chance but not to talk to anyone else.
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Ken Taylor

I’m sad to have to report that Ken ‘Cameron’ Taylor
passed away at the start of April. Ken was an avid
supporter of Qajaq USA and a frequent contributor
to the Greenland Kayaking Forum. His contributions
to the study of Greenland kayaks and kayaking were
inestimable, whether his early articles from the 1960s or
the recent pieces he wrote about his time in Greenland
in 1959, posted on his website. It’s also worth noting that
Ken was the last surviving contributor to the landmark
publication by Adney & Chapelle, The Bark Canoes &
Skin Boats of North America, and, in as much, this sad
moment marks the end of an era for kayak studies.
Lastly, though Ken spent his professional career as an
anthropologist far from boreal climes in South America,
it’s certain that his heart never left the Arctic he knew
and experienced in his youth. Ken was a close friend to
many of us and will be greatly missed.
It was Ken who went to Igdlorssuit, Greenland, and
brought back the kayak which went on to ignite the
designs we all paddle today.

Vernon Doucette, Gordon Brown & Paul
Caffyn
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Middlewich
Branch reopened

The Middlewich
Branch of the Shropshire
Union Canal has been
reopened following
extensive repairs
and relining, costing
£3,000,000. The
high embankment
was washed out into
the River Wheelock
in March 2018 after
vandals interfered with
lock mechanisms.

Aussie attacks

Australia has seen a
string of shark attacks
all down the east coast
from north Queensland
to Victoria, one being
fatal, as was an attack
by a stingray. A paddler
was knocked off his sit
on top by a tiger shark,
which continued to
attack the kayak but
left the paddler alone.
Kayak fishing seems to
be attracting sharks, who
home in on fish being
caught.

Bathing water
standards

The EA report that
all but eight of the 388
bathing beaches they
tested in 2018 met water
quality standards. The
equivalent figure for the
early 1990s would have
been 28%. It is usual for
there to be less pollution
in a dry year, as last
year, with dirtier runoff
in a wet year. The EA
say 130,000,000 visits
are made to beaches
each year, worth over
£7,000,000,000 to the
economy.

Weil’s disease
case

A paddler in the
East Midlands was
diagnosed with Weil’s
disease in the autumn.
Leptospirosis results
from contact with
infected rat’s urine,
most often contracted
by sewage workers.
Paddlers should ensure
cuts are covered,
showering is undertaken
after being on the water
and food is not eaten
with dirty hands in
dubious venues.
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MP most violently opposed to river access for canoes,
subsequently leaving to take up a post with the Angling
Trust, who are strongly opposed to canoeing. James Gray
refused to co-operate when requested, an aspect of the
parliamentary postcode lottery under which we live.
Others have had more success this year and questions
about the river access situation have been put by
Caroline Lucas (Brighton, Green) and by Ben Bradley,
Pauline Latham and Will Quince (all eastern England,
Con). The first two were answered, unusually, by Mims
Davies, Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the Dept of
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport. She gave the same reply
to each question, clearly linking the money paid to BC
into the answer on access.
Two questions were then answered by Dr Thérèse
Coffey, Parliamentary Under-Secretary at Defra,
the more usual department. Laura Smith (Crewe &
Nantwich, Lab) asked about an English equivalent of
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act and received a blunt
negative from Dr Coffey, who made no mention of the
money paid out.
In her answer to Pauline Latham she said that
4,700km of waterways have navigation available, the
managed waterways, implying the rest do not but not
actually saying so. This is out of 20,000km Defra define
as Major Rivers but not mentioning the rest of the
river system, some 63,000km in total over 3m wide, still
only about a third of the length of the public footpath
network. She says that the Government have not made
an assessment of rights elsewhere.
A further question by Ben Bradley brought a repeat of
the Mims Davies answer.
In another answer Dr Coffey omits the final paragraph
and just gives the short answer which is the one which
has been known not to produce any results in decades.
Three questions were put in April by John Grogan
(Keighley, Lab), who chairs the All Party Parliamentary
Waterways Group. He asked specifically for the distance
of unmanaged water on which there is an undisputed
right of navigation. Dr Coffey referred to a previous
answer, which did not answer this question. He also
asked what length had been added in the previous
decade as a result of access agreements. The astonishing
answer from Dr Coffey is that Defra do not know. In
other words, they do not have any evidence that the
policy they have advocated for resolving the access
situation for decades actually works. It is well known to
canoeists, anglers and, undoubtedly, Defra that it does not
work. The reason the information it is not held by Defra
is because it has not produced results.
The question which has not yet been put to the
Government is which of Parliament’s laws removes the
right of public navigation from our inland rivers.
Dr Douglas Caffyn, who was not behind the Caroline
Lucas question despite being local, submitted the legal
case for navigation rights to Waterways Minister Alun
Michael in 2004, so it must be asked why successive
Governments have chosen not to check this in the
subsequent 15 years, why they have taken no action to
improve the appalling situation if they find his evidence
incorrect and how successive Waterways Ministers have
been able to do their job if they do not know the status
of the overwhelming majority of our rivers. The answer
gives the impression that there is no right of access on
the majority of our rivers.
Despite the claim of ignorance here, the EA website
gives a categorical statement that there is no right of
navigation on part of the Wye, the river which has
even more supporting evidence than most other rivers,
which they have refused to correct even when this was
pointed out by PI. Defra behaviour has been consistently
one of no access, despite their claim of neutrality, and
documents about rivers usually are silent about being on
the water while promoting angling and other activities
on the banks.
Defra’s approach is becoming increasingly worrying
even outside rivers. In the southwest, scientists have
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Rare shark
discovered off
Wales

accused Defra of telling ‘barefaced lies’ about the
effectiveness of their badger culling campaign. At a recent
lecture on flood and coastal erosion risk management,
given by an EA engineer at Wessex Water’s HQ, figures
of policy support levels were given which bear no
resemblance to what is widely experienced, apparently
after a poll of selected people.
Thus, Defra cannot produce evidence that their access
policy works or is legal.
What has changed has been the indication of a link
between generous BC funding and lack of access and
the admission that there is no evidence of Defra’s access
policy working.

Scientists have
discovered that the rare
angel shark, normally
found only around the
Canary Islands, is living
off Wales, although
they are not sure where.
Growing up to 1.8m
long and weighing up
to 80kg, it is a flat shark,
living on the seabed like
a flatfish and waiting
for prey to come past.
It has been sighted in
the Bristol Channel, in
Cardigan Bay and north
of Holyhead.

More huge dams proposed

Pa k i s t a n i s a t t e m p t i n g t o c row d f u n d a
$17,000,000,000 dam on the Indus near Nanga Parbat.
The 272m high Diamer-Bhasha dam would be the
world’s sixth highest with 4.5GW of generating
capacity. A small 800MW dam would be added 120km
to the southwest at Mohmand. These are upstream of
the Tarbela dam, the world’s largest by volume, which
suffered catastrophin tunnel collapse during construction
in 1974.
A dam planned for the Batoka Gorge on the Zambezi
is also expected to proceed soon and be completed in
10-13 years. The site is 54km downstream from Victoria
Falls but the 181m high dam, one of the tallest in Africa,
will retain a reservoir reaching back nearly to the falls,
drowning one of the world’s best white water runs and a
World Heritage site. The US$6,000,000,000 project will
have 1.6GW of power generation capacity, to be shared
between Zambia and Zimbabwe. The Kariba Dam,
which has 1.47MW of power generation equipment, is
downstream and has had troubles with the evacuation
of 130,000 people in 2010. Failure of this dam would
also take out Mozambique’s Cahora Bassa Dam, resulting
in the loss of 40% of Africa’s HEP capacity and putting
3,500,000 people at risk.

Second safety issue addressed,
apparently

The Nov issue (p12) illustrated the portage platform
on the bottom lock of the Stanley lock flight in
Liverpool, avoiding a dangerous portage going down
the flight and a near impossible one going up it. This
was one of a long list of safety issues PI have made
repeated attempts to get BW/CRT to address since
2005. Strangely, having resolved it, they then kept quiet
about it and even CRT publicity staff were not aware of
the issue.
Another issue on the same canal, the Leeds &
Liverpool, was the 1.5km long Foulridge Tunnel. It
used to be open to paddlers, not least on the Trans
Pennine Race, until traffic lights were installed. Since
then paddlers have been required to follow a long, at
times dangerous, and unmarked portage route along
roads, through a housing estate and beside a reservoir.
That policy has now been reversed and the tunnel may
now be used again. They just omitted to mention it.
Those were not the only two safety issues on this
canal. PI continue to press for further action.

Beavers protected

The Scottish Government have now given legal
protection to beavers. They had been extinct since the
16th century but have been introduced to Knapdale
since 2009, the original 16 now estimated to have
expanded to 430. They are causing particular problems
for farmers on Tayside although licences to shoot them
will only be permitted in particular circumstances.
Beavers have been released, too, in the Forest of Dean,
which is also suffering the ravages of wild boar, and
more are being released above Finchingfield in Essex.
Beavers fell trees and block streams and rivers. It is illegal
for ordinary members of the public to release imported
species into the wild.

Cleaning out
the reeds

The Forty Foot Drain in our Nov 97 guide.

IWA using Forty Foot Drain
for campaign

The IWA are using a picture of the Forty Foot Drain
or Horseway Channel, seen from Welches Dam, for their
campaigning. Our picture of the drain was taken in 1992,
a year after the IWA restored the lock. In 2006 the EA
closed the channel. They sheet piled across the entrance
to the lock and padlocked it shut to prevent boats from
using it. Growbags of vegetation also appear to have been
planted across the downstream side of the lock.
At first this was not a problem for portable boats
but lack of traffic or maintenance of the channel mean
it is now virtually unusable by anyone or even by
wildlife. The EA are claiming the channel does not have
navigation rights, despite the portage platform or the
fact that it has a lock at each end. Beyond the next lock,
Horseway Sluice, also padlocked shut, the channel is
managed by the Middle Level Commissioners and is in
good condition for all craft including narrowboats.
Closure of the channel between the two locks results
in the adjoining Old Bedford River becoming a very
long cul-de-sac for powered craft from the River Great
Ouse and the River Nene (Old Course). Access for
powered craft is on badly silted tidal water only near
neap tides.
The EA’s claim is that Welches Dam, the Horseway
Channel, Swaffham Bulbeck Lode and Bottisham
Lode are not water assets they need to maintain as they
were not included in Schedule 1 of the Anglian Water
Authority Act of 1977. They say they cannot afford
to undertake any work that they are not specifically
required to do. This does not explain why they should
prevent others from undertaking maintenance or why
they have large sums to spend on breaching flood
defences and converting farmland to mud for bird
enthusiasts The lack of any EA enthusiasm for navigation
here is obvious.
An open canoe and a kayak joined the small flotilla
undertaking a campaign cruise to tie in with the IWA’s
Festival of Water at St Neots.

Mid Cheshire SUP
club have become the
first paddleboarders in
the country to adopt a
section of river. They
have been keeping 3km
of the R Weaver clear of
rubbish, especially from
altogether, as was done on most still waters in 1995 and among the reeds, from
most canals in 2000. Of course, it is not just fish which their Winsford Marina
benefit from a close season. A preliminary poll in 2018 base to Newbridge,
suggested 43% of anglers was to retain the close season, and have been given
17% want a shorter close season and 33% want a free for Winsford town council’s
all.
Trueprint Environment
Award.

Stott arrested

The latest canoeist to attract the interest of the
police, for different reasons, was Olympic gold medallist
Etienne Stott. He was arrested during the Easter
climate demonstration in London after making a speech
from the top of a bus shelter, while accompanied by
wildlife broadcaster Chris Packham, perhaps not the
most heinous of crimes. Those who have heard Etienne
commentating at slaloms will know that he can produce
a loud, fast and unbroken stream of monologue (Nov
14, p63). He was among well over 1,000 people arrested
but was not charged. He was lauded by David Train,
who wants him to receive a high honour from BC, and
positive comments were forthcoming from Professor
Coyne who chairs the union.

Thames flood channel design
completed

The EA have completed their design for a Thames
flood relief channel to control flood risk between
Datchet and Teddington. The design length has been
shortened to 15km and will include 1km 2 of new
habitat creation. It follows on from the Jubilee River or
Maidenhead flood relief channel which won a number
of design awards but was found to fall well short of the
design capacity and quickly suffered structural failure.
It should have a public right of navigation under the
Thames Conservancy Act as it leaves the Thames and
later rejoins it. However, the EA attempted to remove
the navigation right, only failing because they did not
present the necessary papers to the Minister for signing.
Although the earlier project included footpaths and
cycleways, trees were planted very close together, making
it difficult even when the trees were small to launch
boats at the Taplow end, where arrangements were not
Angling close season survey
The EA have been consulting anglers on potential undertaken for portaging another obstruction. Canoeing
change to the coarse angling season. The three options was banned until long after the channel’s banks had been
on offer are retaining the current Mar 15th to Jun 15th, opened to the public. Perhaps the EA will act on their
reducing to Apr 15th to Jun 30th or abandoning it responsibilities this time.
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Seals turn nasty

An angler walking
along the beach at
Green Stane, near
Eyemouth, had to climb
most of the way up the
cliffs when a group of
seals with young pups
turned aggressive. He
called the emergency
services for help. A
coastguard was lowered
down the cliff, taking
him back to the beach,
where a lifeboat picked
them up from between
the seals. The coastguard
recommend carrying
a charged phone and
using it, as in this case,
and staying away from
seals, especially when
with pups and agitated.

The Jubilee River.
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Sue and Colin Southward of the Canoe-Camping Club visited the
Werra and Weser with their open canoe in 2006. Last year they
returned for a very different trip in this catchment. Colin contrasts
the two descents.

Canoeing the Weser in 2006
In 2006 we canoed down the Werra/Weser for the first time. I think
we did about 190 kilometres.

kilometre posts by the river. At times the river is quite broad, though the
current is just as strong. We also came across several ferries here, which
use the principle of the ferry glide to cross the river backwards and
forwards, using the power of the current only.
The river is now quite broad and you can see the ferry. To angle
it across the river, the front is pulled in and the back is let out to the
necessary angle. Here and there we saw groups of Germans in rubber
boats, with a picnic and lots of beer, just drifting down the river and
having a good time. We overtook quite a few as we were paddling at
about 9 or 10km/h. Today’s destination was Bad Karlshafen where you
can take the waters. We had to stay on a commercial campsite here.
We had several days with the temperature in the high 30s so we
decided to have an ice cream! The lighthouse had several flood marks,
reaching as high as the wooden framework, and again we started to see
more commercial traffic as well as other canoeists.

Day 1 - beating the heat
We started at the canoe club at Hörschel, near Eisenach. The flow of
the river was about 4km/h and was consistent throughout the trip. We
started early to beat the heat and aimed to do 40km per day. For the
first two days we saw no one else on the river. We had our first portage
after 4km and arrived at Altenbruschia, a commercial campsite but very
small. It was a very twee town.

Cinderella and
the Pied Piper

Day 2 - excellent club facilities
Another early start saw us paddling to Witzenhausen, about 50km.
This was our first proper canoe club with excellent facilities and only a
short walk into the town. We stopped at Allendorf for lunch. Eating out
was very reasonably priced, though we carried food as well. People here
were very friendly and we obviously met other canoeists. We still had
three portages to complete but all were very easy and short.

Day 5 - Cinderella’s home
We paddled to a small campsite at Polle, famous for its small castle,
legendary home of Cinderella. By now we had a comfortable schedule
of leaving at 7.00am to beat the heat and paddling about 40+km on

Day 3 - the food just kept coming
This took us to Hann Münden and was a relatively short day. Here
you join the Weser. We had to portage down the river in the town, then
back up to the River Fulda and to the canoe club, against the current,
short but hard work. It was another very attractive town. Here we
saw some large tourist boats which came down the river from Kassel,
home of VW. At some of the portages a trolley is provided to put your
boat and gear on, though we used our own wheels. Just before the last
portage we stopped at a campsite for breakfast, marked Stella on the
map, and the food did not seem to stop coming. We had a plate with
several varieties of salami, cheese, salad, boiled eggs, toast, as well as fresh
orange juice and tea or coffee.
Day 4 - ferry gliding ferries
A short portage back down through the town and we were on our
way again. There is a boat chute here, though not recommended in an
open boat. After Hann Münden the river broadens and you now get

Disembarked near Polle.
The canoe club at Hamelin.

Ferry gliding with the current.
Sue ready for an early start.

The first day on the river.

A local passenger ferry.

The start from Hörshel.
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The excellent club facilities at Witzenhausen
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Inflatable boats on the river.
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Typical scenery on the Weser.
was a surge of current down a narrow channel. When the light changed
to green, down we went, more exciting than a water chute in a theme
park, especially in a Canadian canoe laden with gear, but, in fact, no
problem.
We certainly saw more river traffic today, not only commercial
boats, but small pleasure motor boats (some of which were finding it
Day 6 - Baron Munchausen and the Pied Piper
It was an interesting day, from Polle to Hamelin or Hameln, via a difficult to go against the current), designated water skiing areas and
town called Boden-Werder. It was amazing how we saw 40+km as other canoeists. We stopped in Rinteln for lunch, leaving the canoe at
the local canoe club, and finally landed at a very small campsite on the
being easy. Boden-Werder was the home of Baron Munchausen.
Here you can see some of the statues found throughout the town. left bank, just before Vlotho. Opposite was a huge commercial caravan
There was a small market where we had another substantial breakfast. In and camping site. There was nowhere to go from here but the campsite
most of these stops we lifted the canoe out of the water or tied it to a owner had a fine collection of bottled beers to help us out. The strange
thing was, as we unloaded the canoe, we found a field mouse in the
jetty and were confident in leaving it for an a hour or so.
In the afternoon we arrived at Hamelin, of Pied Piper fame. Again we bottom of the canoe. We felt like the Pied Piper!
stopped at the local canoe club at which several canoeists now arrived.
We did the tourist trail round the town which involved following Day 8 - Karl Wilhelm Drinkel looks down
Now came our final day on the river. It was quite broad with more
painted rats on the pavements.
The town centre rathaus had a set of bells and a clockwork version signs of towns and people, the destination being Minden. Still a strong
of the Pied Piper story. Here you can see the bells and the poor cripple current, we were paddling at nearly 10km/h. This was a short day so
and blind boy who didn’t make it into the cave. It only works twice a we just paddled the 25km and had a rest on the river. The first sign of
day and is worth the effort to go at the right time and see it. You can Minden was the monument to Karl Wilhem Drinkel high on a hillside.
Here the river has made a way through a long ridge of hills. We passed
also see more of the old town and the rodent theme again.
the 200km mark on the Weser and a floating water mill and came to
the canoe club. There were two clubs here, the canoe club and the TUV
Day 7 - experiencing a bootsgasse
Ready to leave in the morning, we were informed the river had risen club. The extra twenty metres made it worthwhile to get the key to the
by a metre at Bad Karlshafen due to thunderstorms, though this was proper club. In fact, we were given the key and left to our own devices.
not evident in Hamelin, though the river might have just run faster. The club has been recently rebuilt and not quite completed, though
We started by canoeing over to the weir were we used a bootsgasse. showers were excellent. All we had to do now was catch three trains
It was certainly entertaining. Instead of portaging round the weir, we back 330km to the car, no problem.
It was a great canoeing trip and we recommend it to anyone.
pulled on a cord and headed into a narrow V-shaped channel with a
set of traffic lights. A small gate dropped down in front of us and there Colin Southward
the day, stopping somewhere nice for either a late breakfast or an early
lunch. Today we stopped at Höxter. It was amazing how many towns
had some sort of water feature or bronze statues in the town centre,
depicting some character in the town’s history

Colin Southward photographs

Baron Munchausen up to tricks in Boden-Werder.
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Another character appears in Hamelin.

The Weser offers quiet paddling.
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A complete descent

of the incomplete Werra
The weir at Themar well below its normal level.

Last summer we thought we would paddle the Werra in Thuringia
from its start point in Themar. We already had the DKV guide from
several years earlier and Sue found a guide to distances and weirs on
the internet, using Google Translate. We now had a rough idea of where
the portages were and a guide to which side of the river to get out
to bypass the numerous small mills. In addition, everywhere we came
across a weir there were signs showing us where to get out and point us
in the right direction.
Themar - lack of water
This is the start to the Werra but this year the water was very low, at
least a foot down on where it should be. Looking very carefully at the
get in, we decided not to paddle and spent a couple of hours driving
down the river. There were two canoe hire places but they were shut
owing to the lack of water. In the end we decided, having come this far,
we would paddle the river anyway but without the luggage to start with
until the water reached a suitable depth.

The next five hours, 6 portages and 22km proved a bit of a challenge.
At times we had to pull the canoe through shallow water, to go under
fallen trees or to bash through the thinner branches. At one point a tree
was just that bit too large but we managed to stand on the treetrunk and
haul the canoe over the top of it before carrying on. We finished the day
getting out at the wrong point and had to wheel the canoe down a
main road for 100 metres to Meiningen canoe club.
We went to the clubhouse, expecting to ring up the local secretary to
see about camping, but there were a group of people in the clubhouse
and a member came out to talk to us; he even took Sue to the nearest
railway station to go back for the car. On top of that he gave us the key
to the clubhouse with use of the facilities and we stayed here for two
nights though it was long walk into the town until Sue retrieved the car.

Sometimes, after rounding a weir, there would be 100m or so of very
shallow water until the mill race joined back in to give us a helping
hand.
Tiefenort - the longest portage
The next paddle took us to Tiefenort, a relatively short paddle but
very hot and only two weirs. The river was settling down now and not
much to see but very slow as we approached the next weir. The last
portage was very long as, after the weir, there was not much water in
the river, most of it going through the old mill. A lot of these are set up
to be small hydroelectric stations. This was our longest portage, nearly
200 metres.
However, we came to an outdoor water pool and picnic area,
admission by money only. Just outside the gate there were three RV vans
and we were allowed to camp next to these. We even used the showers
but we had to pay for these. The cold shower in the gents was free. Sue

Meiningen - narrowly missed by a falling tree
We decided to run the canoe empty again on the following day and
aim for Breitungen. This turned out to be similar to the day before, not
much water, some exciting little runs, closed canoe hire places and lots
of obstructions. We came to one weir and inspected the portage, just
in time for the local farmer to fell a tree across our path. We then had
to lift the canoe onto and over the weir but, fortunately, there was not
much water going over it and it became very straightforward. One had
to be very resourceful. Along the way there was a prodigious amount of
birdlife, particularly wagtails and kingfishers. I do not think we had seen
so many before.
This day we did about 30km but only two weirs but approaching
the weirs meant there was a lack of current and some very still water to
paddle through. The weather was very hot, about 35˚C. The water was
getting deeper now and we decided to start the canoe camping the day
after. Sue still had to work hard to find a railway station to get back to
the car.
While waiting for Sue, lots of local people came up and chatted about
the river. Not speaking any German, unlike Sue, I still managed to
communicate and even the local alcoholics came up and talked to me.
Breitungen - canoe camping begins
Leaving the canoe club in Meiningen, we loaded the car with all our
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camping gear and returned to Breitungen and loaded everything into
the canoe, leaving the car near the local railway station. Lots of local
people came up and chatted to us as we loaded to set off and were
impressed we had managed to come down the river; they also gave us
lots of information about the local area and sights to see.
Every little village centre was a picture postcard of old buildings and
cobbled streets.
Again the weather was very hot and we started to see some
enormous white mountains. These were spoil heaps from the local
potash mines which are in the area. We did manage nearly 45km and
eight weirs, though on one we managed to line the canoe down a
slipway for canoes, strange there was only the one on the entire trip.
We were getting more help from the current and several small streams
joined in. Bird life changed and, as the river became wider, kingfishers
disappeared and herons were the main birdlife with eagles above the
fields. We even saw some storks in one field.
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Beautiful half timbering of a village house.
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had to pay for hers and had less than a minute of luke warm water. One
of the RV owners gave us some water as the pool shut dead on seven
and we were not allowed to get in for water. The village centre was only
a kilometre away so we went in search of a cold drink. The people here
were very friendly and could not believe we had paddled down the
river.
In the morning there were steps down to the river but it was shallow
until we reached the water from the mill, every day a new challenge.
Heringen - a riparian owner offers fruit
We were very tired when we arrived at Heringen, a funny little
portage out of the river, across a small footbridge and into an area of
small allotments. A woman in one of these kindly gave us some water,
as there was none available and showed us a space where we could
camp. We went to the pub and to see the village but on our return a
gentleman turned up and said it was his piece of land. We apologized
and offered to move but he said no and showed us into his little
sanctum where he fed the local ducks. He even let us help ourselves to
his apples and plums.
Leaving Heringen very early, we continued down the river, now
getting wider all the time with a little more current. The river continues
to head north and then turns east to Hörschel before turning north
again, not much to see now unless we stopped at some of the small
towns or villages for a hot drink or bite to eat. There were lots more
spoil heaps with occasionally some pollutants leaking into the river,
leaving a thin film of scum on the water. This upsets the local fishermen
and certainly did not smell right at times.
Hörschel - weir and watersports centre not working
We camped at the local canoe club here. After ringing the phone
number, a member of the canoe club came and opened up the facilities
for us. There is a bar in the village but no shops. We had stayed here
before when we last started our canoe from here to go further down
the river. The River Hörsel joins in here and by now there was a
steady current on the river but we still had to paddle to keep moving.
The weirs were now larger and slightly longer to portage round. The
first one at Spichra took us about 25 minutes and there was another
one in Creuzburg. We thought our destination would be a watersports
centre at Mihla. We were told the weir here was not working and
as we approached the town we saw that the river was about two or
three metres down on its usual level. In fact, the weir was totally out
of order and we almost had to climb up a very muddy river bank to
reach the road. Paddling here had become very sticky. It was obvious
the watersports centre we were going to stay at had not been used for
some time, so we went to a bar in the village and then paddled another
three km to a small nature campsite in Ebenhausen, a lovely campsite

with toilets, a washbasin and water but nothing else, delightful, very few
people on it and very quiet. As it got dark some static caravans started
to light up as their solar powered little lights come on. This seems to be
very common in Germany on static caravans.
Ebenhausen - babies practise portaging
It was an easy get in here and off to Wanfried, stopping in Treffurt
first for a break. This is another town with a very pretty old town centre.
The most amazing thing we saw was two nursery nurses pushing a
basic trolley with some very young babies in and about six two year
olds clutching the sides of the trolley, walking along for a bit of exercise.
Some of the children could hardly walk.
Wanfried was a long portage to avoid the overflow channel and it
was very hot with a very rocky get in with fast moving water. We had
still not seen any other canoes on the river but the river was moving us
along, albeit at a slow pace. Alongside the river runs a cycle path which
follows the river to Bremen and this was certainly well used and the
cyclists often shouted hello and gave us words of encouragement.
This was a short run to the canoe club at Eschwege where we again
rang up someone from the canoe club and they came and opened
up some of the facilities here for us. We were the only people on the
campsite so we walked into the town for a meal. We alternated between
cooking on the campsite and having a meal out. Here we talked to two
of the cyclists. They were appalled that in the UK we cycled along with
the traffic. They were planning a route back to Hamburg without using
a road.
Eschwege - portage trolleys provided
Starting off again, we paddled into the middle of the town. There is
a weir and a lock which was out of use, a very short portage but now
some of the portages were provided with a giant trolley onto which we
could put the canoe with all the gear in it and then launch the canoe
back into the river. Rounding most weirs we would lose the current for
a hundred metres until the mill stream came back in and this one was
no exception. Looking on Google Earth one can see that on either side
of the river there had been large gravel extractions now with large lakes
and associated water activities, though we seldom saw these but it was
good to be on our own.
The next stop was Bad Sooden-Allendorf. Here there was evidence
of other river users with small boats and canoes in some back gardens,
another lock, out of use but a large trolley to put the canoe and all our
gear on go round the lock. The last time we did this part of the river
water levels had been nearly a metre higher and less problems. Just
after this we saw our first other canoeist in a sea kayak with the words
Witzenhausen KV on it. This was our destination for the day and in fact
we met the paddler on the campsite when we arrived.
We now went round some rather large meanders until we arrived at
Witzenhausen. We stayed at the canoe club here but it was a long walk
into the town but worth it. We had use of the facilities and probably the
best shower of the week so far. There was a sort of hippy market going
on with various food stalls and music which added to our evening.

Colin Southward photographs

Witzenhausen - portage railway track
The river was now getting much wider and deeper but still not much
current. Herons were in the ascendancy now and we had a pit stop at
the Gasthaus Spiegelburg. There was a campsite here but our journey

A canoe portage trolley ready to use.
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Colin with the canoe and kit on a trolley.
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was now almost over as we aimed for Hann Munden, another portage,
again with a large trolley but evidence there had been a small railway
track to push a trolley along. Arriving at Hann Münden, this is where
the Werra finishes and now is called the Weser as the River Fulda enters
from the left. Making sure to take the bit of the river on the right, we
carried round the weir, again with a trolley, another two hundred metres
and a steep uphill portage to a commercial campsite. We had thought
of canoeing up the river for a kilometre to the canoe club but it would
have been a long walk back into the town.
Hann Münden - descent completed
At Hann Münden we had made a complete descent of the Werra. We
think we had paddled 250km and had rounded 30 weirs of varying size
and challenges.
Some of the journey was quite hard but certainly interesting and
different from what we normally do.

Colin Southward

85+ and still paddling

… and that’s just the club! Some of us are even older, not least our
much loved president, Jo Ledger, still paddling in her 90s with local
group Thames & South East but, seriously, our club caters for all ages
and all types of paddler though we are no longer into competition,
whereas between the wars the club was a national leader in the then
new international canoe sport, sending members to the Olympics in
Berlin.
Where are we now? As a national club and a section of the Camping
& Caravanning Club as it is now (in 1933 the then Camping Club of
Great Britain & Ireland was our parent body) we paddle all over the
UK, with an arrangement of local groups organizing paddling in an area
for members living nearby, while many members explore further afield
including abroad.

Right

Enjoying day trips on local waters (all year round), weekends based
on a campsite with paddling nearby, sometimes a canoe camping trip,
we are ‘canoeists who camp – campers who canoe’. The highlight for
many is the annual Easter Meet, spanning four days of canoe camping,
attended by up to 100 members. This is a club tradition going back to
the earliest years when the club organized the event on behalf of the
British Canoe Union (as it was then). Favourite venues are the longer
rivers, Wye, Thames, Trent and Severn, and the most scenic canals,
Monmouthshire & Brecon, Llangollen, Lancaster etc. Car parking is
arranged for the duration with a coach to ferry drivers between the start
and the finish unless it’s a cleverly arranged circular trip. The favourite
here is the combination of the Chesterfield Canal and the River Idle, up
the canal for two days and back down the river for two days, taking us
back to our starting point.
The club also runs a hugely popular family holiday meet on the river
Wye during the late spring holiday half term week. With a fleet of boats
and many willing instructors in the club, this provides the opportunity
for youngsters to get afloat in safe conditions for perhaps the first time
while more experienced canoeists can take a few days off to canoe camp
a section of this beautiful river. Activities ashore – you name it, we do it,
barbecues, quizzes, competitions, for all ages.
The Canoe-Camping Club is a national club for touring canoeists
(and kayakers and SUPers) and for those who like to combine
canoeing/kayaking and camping. The club caters for everyone with
a variety of meets around the country. Some are ideal for beginners
whilst others challenge the more experienced paddler. Members are
always glad to offer help and friendly advice to newcomers. All ages are
welcome and, in particular, the club likes to encourage families.
We are an active section of the Camping & Caravanning Club and
are affiliated to British Canoeing.
http://www.canoecampingclub.co.uk

answer, wrong working

I seem to remember that it was Mike Thomas’ idea that Norman
Jackson and I should join him at a folk club session in Ormskirk one
evening. It proved quite eventful in that we met two girls, Jean and Sue,
whom the other two subsequently married.
***
It had also been Mike’s suggestion that I could make the WWR team
if I tried, the two of us usually racing together with Don Smith in team
events.
Mike’s guidance proved sound for several years although the only
world championships team I made was for Muotathal, three paddlers
rather than the usual four for men’s kayaks for internationals. Selection
was by a sudden death race, a dangerous policy as something could
easily go wrong, as it did for Norman, a spraycover coming off on
Llangollen Town falls or something of that ilk. This was awkward as
we all knew that Jacko was faster. He was duly taken out as a ‘travelling
reserve’.
Before leaving, he and I had an evening training session from his
club at Grappenhall. It consisted of a series of interval sprints on the
Bridgewater Canal, of which I think he won them all, no surprise there
as he was a noted sprint paddler whereas my speciality was rough water,

Moods

of which the only example here was his wash and there wasn’t much of
that.
In Switzerland it was announced that there would be a ‘reselection’
race two days before the world championships race, unprecedented
before or since. Again it was a sudden death race, again dangerous to
each of the team because of any of us could have had a mishap such
as a breakout. My experience had been that events on the rougher
continental water produced better results for me against my compatriots
than selection events on flatter home water. This time, however, the race
for the four of us was on the actual water for the world championships.
There were no mishaps reported. We were shown a piece of paper with
four times, of which mine was the slowest, and I was out of the team at
the 11th hour.
Lawyers have been involved when there have been less blatant
selection procedures. This put Norman in an embarrassing position,
helped only by the fact that we all knew that he should have been there
in the first place. Wherever the blame lay, it was not with the paddlers. It
was the wrong working with the right answer.
***
Sadly, Norman died of cancer at the beginning of this year.

Meaningful logos
From John Fisher.

When looking at the Canadian Canoe Museum’s logo I was
reminded of cryptic comments in your magazine’s editorial (Nov 18,
p6) about logos. This logo is an exact copy of a canoe and paddlers
found in the primitive art of the Peterborough Petroglyphs. It’s not
possible to carbon date these but likely they go back thousands of years.
Truly an original approach to logo design and so appropriately
connecting the museum to the early history of watercraft.
CANOEIST May 2019
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Let there
be light

Make your own wooden paddle

The latest British
Marine survey values
the UK boating
tourism market at
£6,000,000,000. This is
a growth of 65% in five
years.

largest blade is the Corryvreckan and their medium sized
best seller is the Shuna. Each is available in carbon or
bright translucent colours of glassfibre.

Money back
swim

Not for the first time the Kiwis are using sea kayaks
as their picture for attracting British engineers to
New Zealand. The text makes much more of the
lifestyle opportunities than of the work.

Random words
replace digits

The free phone
app What3words is
intended to be a more
user friendly way of
locating places which
have no name. The
whole world has been
divided into 3 x 3m
squares, each of which
has been given a name
consisting of three short
English words which do
not make any sense in
themselves. They replace
16 digit GPS addresses
and are less likely to be
misquoted. Using the
app allows any location
to be pinpointed,
even when devoid of
landmarks or features,
and has allowed rescue
services to locate those
in need of help.
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NeilPryde’s Elite Hike boot is aimed at the sailing
market but could help paddlers who give their
footwear a hard time. The boot is in 5mm neoprene
for maximum warmth, is zipped to make it easy
to take on and off, has a Velcro strap for greater
security, has a hard sole with a non slip finish, has
extra protection on top for those who trip over
things like brambles or branches while portaging
and has a bamboo charcoal inner sole to reduce foot
odour problems.

The latest toy to avoid is the eFoil, a hydrofoil
surfboard which zaps over the water, literally, as it
is clear of the surface, without waves. It can reach
40km/h and its lithium electric motor is likely to
make its approach almost silent.

The importance of a name

The Vauxhall Cresta and the Ford Capri and Cortina
were just three car models given exotic overseas
names to promote an exciting image, a policy used for
everything from computer operating systems to canoes.
American paddle manufacturers Werner are using Inner
Hebrides names for some of their current products. Their

ICF

In the Nov 18 issue,
p31, we reported that
the Marine Accident
Investigation Branch
were looking into the
failure of a throwline.
The full report has now
been published and is
available here. BSI are
being urged to produce
a standard for throwbags
and other public rescue
equipment as a result of
the failure.

Clearline Communications

Throwline
failure report
issued

James Essinger photographs

The Wilderness Systems Pungo 125 has features
which move it further from being a kayak towards
a vehicle. Primarily, it has a clip on dashboard which
covers the front part of the cockpit. This features
two drinks holders, a removable slide in dry box,
tracks to hold mounts for phones, two mounting
platforms which can be customized to hold
accessories and a compartment to hold an optional
extra lithium battery to keep everything charged.
You’d think twice about rolling in surf. A feature of
the hull is that the rear part of the keel has a built in
skid plate at the point where you are most likely to
impact rocks. There are also shorter versions of the
Pungo.

Corryvreckan

Shuna
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Elio Kayaks have signed a two year partnership
to sponsor the ICF development programme.
Particularly important will be providing kayaks for
use in parts of the world where such craft are not
readily available.

For those who like to be
one up on the crowd
with their gadgets, here
is a nice line in coffee
makers for sea kayaks.
Rolling is not advised as
it stirs up the grounds.
For those who want maximum protection from
the weather while on the water, Gill’s Race Fusion
Jacket, designed for ocean sailors, takes some
beating. It has the highest level of breathability in
their range and has watertight outer cuff adjusters
over PU inner seals. The YKK Aquaguard anti
corrosion zip is water resistant with aluminium D
ring attachment and there are handwarmer pockets.
It is available in black or orange although the three
layer hood with two way adjustment is hi-vis orange
and there are some reflective accents on the jacket.
Price is £300.

Alex Cornwell photographs

Clothing company
Howies came up with
a novel gimmick this
winter. Customers
buying women’s
swimwear pieces or
men’s briefs from them
were offered full refunds
in vouchers if they
produced photographic
evidence of going for a
dip in the sea in them on
New Year’s Day.

Crewsaver are working
with Exposure Lights to
market safety lighting
and tracking of those
on the water. Products
include cordless,
rechargeable lights.
Exposure’s main market
is cycling.

Paul Caffyn

What boating
is worth

A wooden paddlemaking course at the Woodspace
UK, a new venture in Exeter, founded by Martin
Lammers, a professional joiner and traditional boat
builder, is proving attractive to people who are enjoying
mastering the complex but learnable craft of making an
efficient and beautiful looking wooden paddle.
The Woodspace UK is a social enterprise providing
flexible and affordable access to professional workshop
space and equipment to support small businesses,
freelance and hobby woodworkers.
They aim to be the best woodworking space in the
southwest of England by providing safe and efficient
brand new machinery in a well organized clean, tidy
and bright space. They welcome all woodworkers, fine
furniture makers, cabinet makers, designers and crafters
to their spacious, comfortable, warehouse in Marsh
Barton. There is also a fully equipped kitchen enabling
woodworkers using the facilities to make hot drinks and
light meals.
The paddlemaking course is a regular two day event.
Course members create and shape a paddle customized
to their needs. This is great for a woodworker at any level
from the novice to the advanced.
Other popular courses include tool basics to cover the
sharpening, set up and use of a range of hand tools as
well as marking equipment.

Dryrobe, originating on Cornish surf beaches, has
been around for eight years and performs best
in normal summer conditions of horizontal rain
and cold while hanging about watching fellow
masochists perform. A welcome development is
the introduction of full length
sleeves. In addition, the slit
pockets are now fully zipped,
making everything that bit more
pleasant when the weather
isn’t. The short sleeved version
is still available if you suffer
from power flushes. The loose
fit means it can also be used as
a personal changing tent when
purpose built facilities such as
public toilets are not available
to you.

Arken is a buoyancy aid with the buoyancy attached round the waist to
swimming trunks. When buoyancy is needed a 16g CO2 cartridge is fired,
inflating a ring which rises up under the armpits. The position of the cartridge
suggests it risks being fired accidentally in a small cockpit kayak. The attaching
lines risk snagging branches in the water while swimming. When all is going
well, however, it dispenses with the encumbrance of a buoyancy aid and might
appeal to those in open canoes or sit on tops in calm water. Unlike the Lifedeck,
with buoyancy built into the spraycover by Ray Calverley years ago, it does
not present the wrong part of your anatomy to the surface when swimming.
Inventor Gábor Király is crowdfunding his design. Visit www.arkenlife.com to
become involved.
CANOEIST May 2019
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The makings of a warm water swim. Swazi Trails are running trips
on the Bulungapoort section of the Great Usuthu River between
Sidvokodvo and Siphofaneni, in the centre of Eswatini, formerly
Swaziland. This is a remote and inspiring stretch of river. Its brown
waters thunder through clefts and gorges, alternating with calmer
stretches of bush and grazing land. There are fine views of rural
Eswatini with imposing rock formations, riverbank community life
and a fair amount of wildlife. For most of the year this is generally
a grade III river. Tubing is also a wonderful way to experience
the beautiful remote area of Ngwempisi Gorge while floating
downstream in large adapted inner tubes, kitted out with safety
helmets.

Holiday 2019
It could be the Indian Ocean or the Caribbean. In fact, it is
Kande Beach on Lake Malawi. Visitors can hire canoes and other
watersports equipment and there are other holiday options,
especially related to wildlife.

Into the unknown

Handetour photographs

While Water by Nature are primarily a rafting company, this is not
exclusively what they do. For example, their descent of the grade 3/4
Watut River in Papua New Guinea, which runs through rainforest and
stunning gorges, encounters tribes who rarely interact with outsiders.
Afterwards, customers travel by kayak from island to island, camping on
untouched beaches.

Western Greece
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Handetour photographs

Evinos Aitoloakarnania

Arinuma, Bangladesh.

Dal Lake.
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Oxypictures and Pelican Group photographs

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

There was a braw piper of Bute
Who enjoyed a tremendous repute;
But he married a wife
From the kingdom of Fife,
And afterwards took to the flute.
Anon

Isle of Bute
West Coast
Observing
from the
hillsides

Diminutive light at Rubh’an Eun at the southern end of Bute.

F

rom Kilchattan Bay (Nov 17 guide), the southern
end of Bute is inaccessible to road traffic.
Cormorants, eider ducks and oystercatchers have
the place to themselves. Thrift joins the gorse on the
rocky shoreline which rises up to 146m Torr Mòr.
A lit mark is positioned low on Rubh’an Eun
at the start of Glencallum Bay with its cairn. For
incoming shipping it helps to locate the pilot boarding
point, between here and Little Cumbrae. From Roinn
Clùmhach, on the other side of the small bay, the profile
of Arran opens up with its striking peaks.
Garroch Head leads into the Sound of Bute and can
have a race on its west side, especially with strong winds.
Flows run to 3km/h.
Beyond St Blane’s Hill is the ruin of St Blane’s
church, begun in 1100. It was with the monastery

founded in 557 by St
Catan but named
after his nephew, St
Blane. The cells are
visible with some
fine 12th century
c r a f t s m a n s h i p.
Below, at Port
Dornach,
is
the
Dunagoil
vitrified Iron Age
fort.
Dunagoil Bay offers
a sandy beach and there
is another fort site at
Dunstrone between Lubas

is

Inchmarnock Sound from Ardscalpsie Point with Inchmarnock on the left.
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Isle of Bute - West Coast

Gu i de

Gu ide

Tighnabruaich from Bute.

Arran from Port na h-Aille

West Kyle of Bute from Buttock Point.

West Kyle of Bute seen from Carry Point.
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Loch Riddon from Buttock Point.
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Reviews of new books and publications

As usual, there are many details of the region which are as relevant to
those on the water as off. Distances are often given to the nearest metre.
The introduction is as useful as ever. The history section runs over the
extensive English involvement in the Middle Ages and later includes the
Gironde kayak raid on Nazi shipping interests in Bordeaux during the
Second World War. The culture including local foods and wines, wildlife
including midges and mosquitoes, climate, health and safety, security,
accommodation, money, phones and IGN maps are featured to give a
compact and comprehensive guide to this part of southwest France.
Walking in Cumbria’s Eden Valley

Coastal Britain: England & Wales

The Burnt Islands from Buttock Point with Colintraive beyond.

FACT FILE
Distance
34km from Kilchattan Bay to Colintraive.ferry.
Public Transport
Stagecoach Western 90 and 490 buses serve
Kilchattan. Stagecoach Western 479 buses and
Postbuses serve Rhubodach.
Campsites
There are campsites 5km away at at Millport
and 6km away at Rothesay.
Youth Hostels
There is a youth hostel 14km away at
Lochranza.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
(62 North Kintyre & Tarbert)
63 Firth of Clyde
Admiralty Charts
1906 Kyles of Bute (1:25,000). Burnt Islands
(1:5,000)
1907 Little Cumbrae Island to Cloch Point
(1:25,000)
2131 Firth of Clyde & L Fyne (1:75,000)
2221 Firth of Clyde, Pladda to Inchmarnock Northern Sheet (1:36,0000
2383 Inchmarnock Water (1:25,000)
2491 Ardrossan to Largs (1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
Rothesay Bay: HW Dover +0100,
LW Dover +0110
Tighnabruaich: Dover +0110
Rubha Bodach: HW Dover +0100,
LW Dover +0110
Sea Area
Malin
Submarine Areas
Cumbrae, Garroch, West Kyle, East Kyle
Rescue
Inshore lifeboat: Largs, Tighnabruaich
All weather lifeboat: Troon
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Bay and Lubas Port. Stravanan Bay,
backed by a golf course and airfield,
has another sandy beach. Beaches
on this section of coast all offer
fine views of Arran, silhouetted
against the afternoon sunshine. Our
ancestors seem to have appreciated
the prospect and there is a fort
site between Gallachan Bay and
Scalpsie Bay, a dun site and tumulus
at the back of Scalpsie Bay and
another dun site above Ardscalpsie
Point. Common and grey seals
also frequent the waters, as do
guillemots.
The largest herring gull colony
on the Clyde is on Inchmarnock,
the Calf of Bute. The island rises
to only 60m and supports two
farms. Chapel ruins are part of
the monastery founded in the 7th
century by St Marnoc. A Bronze
Age cairn had three burial cysts,
one containing the skeleton of a
young woman with an exquisite
lignite collar, the Inchmarnock
necklace of about 1500BC. In
more recent times the island has
been a place of banishment for the
inebriated and became known as
the Drunkard’s Isle. In 1944 it was
used for commando training ahead
of the D Day landings and for
target practice.
St Ninian’s Bay is a large
inlet from Inchmarnock Sound,
overlooked by the site of a castle,
standing stones and, on St Ninian’s
Point, a chapel. Blackbacked gulls
and Canada geese are the most
conspicuous residents. There is
another chapel ruin at Nether
Androscadale
while
Upper
Androscadale has its Watch Hill
with tumulus, dun and enclosure.
Lack of development has allowed
these antiquities to survive.
Even the great sweep of sand in
Ettrick Bay at the end of the B875
is hardly busy despite the low pass
to the built up area of the island. It
was from here that the Vital Spark
towed the Katherine-Anne to
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Tighnabruaich in rough weather for the salvage money,
only to hand her over in sympathy for the owner.
Kildavanan Point faces Ardlamont Point and is the
start of the West Kyle, used by submarines, both surfaced
and submerged.
Each side of Clate Point there are chambered cairns.
The shoreline is wooded here and a quiet roaring may
be heard, which does not seem to get any closer. This
is actually the noise of successive waterfalls on streams
dropping down the hillside between the trees.
Below 227m Torran Tùrach are the Glenroidean
burial cairn and the remains of Kilmichael Chapel,
destroyed by Norse invaders. Blair’s Ferry on the
mainland suggests a service no longer available although
submarine power cables now cross the kyle. A fort site
overlooks Lamb Craig.
The most westerly point on Bute is Rubha Dubh.
The island coast is steep and wild, it faces across to
where the B8000 connects Kames with Tighnabruaich
(the house on the hill) with its wooden pier, busy with
the Kyles of Bute Sailing Club, top shinty team Kyles
Athletic and midges. Flows are to 2km/h to Rubha
Dubh but double that to Rubha Bàn, where there
is a lattice radio mast below the viewpoint. Wildlife
includes deer, blue hares, wild geese and pheasants.
Instead of standing by the water, herons observe from
further up the hillside, standing among the heather and
outcrops of rock.
Also up the hillside are the Maids of Bute, Mery and
’Lizabeth, rocks painted as two old ladies in petticoats,
allegedly by Para Handy while still crew on the
Inveraray Castle, although the subject matter is less than
clear from the water.
At Buttock Point, surrounded by bracken, West Kyle
is joined by East Kyle and also by Loch Riddon or
Ruel. Eilean Dubh, covered with rhododendrons, is
where the 1685 insurrection of the Earl of Argyll fizzled
out. A white stone beacon is accompanied by a disused
miniature lighthouse by Caladh Harbour. Across the
loch, Bàgh Fearnoch looks west to 454m Beinn Bhreac
and east to 507m Beinn Bhreac.
The East Kyle is obstructed by the Burnt Islands, a
bird haven with a fort site. Eilean Fraoch and Eilean
Mór push flows up to 6km/h, even 11km/h in the
Southern Burnt Island Channel, but the direction is
heavily dependent on the prevailing weather.
Balnakailly Bay is a favourite anchorage for boats
awaiting the right conditions and is followed by the
ferry at Rhubodnach.
Just up the hill is the Colintraive Hotel with a menu
board which even says who caught which dish and
which has a shop and post office in the carpark, a
thriving business.

Stuart Fisher
Adlard Coles, 50 Bedford Sq,
London WC1B 3DP
978 1 4729 5869 3
A4
336 pages, paperback
2019
£25.00
Coastal Britain: England & Wales
is a major update of the southern
half of Inshore Britain (Jul 06, p38),
adding in the larger inshore islands.
Vastly expanded, it includes larger
pictures, now all in colour, of
course. The text has been updated
extensively since the original book,
which was itself based on Canoeist
guides. It uses the format adopted
for the other best selling guides in this series to give a large and
substantial guide to the coast of England and Wales from Berwick to the
Solway. Unlike most guides to the British coast, it looks from the sea
towards the land and includes important information for those on the
water, often inshore waters out of reach to larger craft.
The range of waters from muddy creeks to pristine beaches, from
resorts to coastal cliffs, from the sheltered to the very exposed, gives
the spectrum of our varied coastline. Here are the scenery, history and
heritage, industry and remote harbours, engineering and architecture,
fauna and flora, art, literature and culture.
Once again, this book does not fit the pigeon holes. It is far more
than a coffee table book or a gazetteer. A Scottish voume will follow
later.
Cycling the Canal de la Garonne
Declan Lyons
Cicerone, Juniper House, Murley Moss,
Oxenholme Rd, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7RL
978 1 85284 783 8
170 x 120mm
188 pages, paperback
2019
£14.95
Declan Lyons’ guide to the Canal de la Garonne
covers the route from Bordeaux to Toulouse. It
abuts his earlier guide to the Canal du Midi (Apr
09, p50) from Toulouse to Sète and, as it is in the same direction, now
goes against the flow, not that that is much of an issue for the cyclists for
whom it is written.
The route follows the River Garonne as well as the canal, switching
between the two as appropriate with some of the pictures of the river.
Indeed, other rivers encountered include the Pimpine, Dropt, Avance,
Ourbise, Baïse, Auvignon, Masse, Séoune, Barguelonne and Tarn while
canals include the Montech, Brianne, Midi and Montauban.
The maps are far more detailed than in the Midi volume, including
showing contours and where there are woods for shade. Although rivers
are clear enough, particularly the Garonne, canals are shown as single
lines, often covered over by the line showing the cycle route. Hence,
it is frequently hard to tell if the cycle route is still following the canal
or whether the two have diverged. Even cyclists would wish to see
which side of the canal they ought to be following. The locks are also
no longer shown, either, although identified in the text and a detour is
made to the waterslope.

Vivienne Crow
Cicerone
978 1 85284 901 6
170 x 120mm
178 pages, paperback
2011. 2nd edition 2018
£12.95
The Eden valley is attractive but often ignored as
people are drawn to the much better known Lake
District on the doorstep.
This book presents 30 walks around the Eden
valley, mostly circular walks. As well as the Eden, various other rivers
are encountered, the Lowther, Lyvennet, Gelt, Lune and Irthing and the
Scandal, Hoff, Quarry and Raven Becks among them.
Included is Armathwaite & Coombs Wood, giving a high level view
onto the Eden WWR course. Attention is drawn to the rapids although
it does not mention Armathwaite weir, which used to be included in
the race as well as being a slalom site. The walks go in river order from
Wild Boar Fell at the source to the tidal river at Bowness Common,
including details of the bore which can be up to a metre high.
The descriptions are supported with sections of OS 1:50,000 maps.
As usual, the introduction includes the geology, wildlife, history and
weather, picking out the Helm wind, Britain’s only named wind.
Mention of the CRoW Act of 2000 is a reminder of unfinished access
business.
Aeolian Islands
Aeolian Islands Destination Marketing
Company
240 x 130mm
52 pages, paperback
Despite the cover, this booklet is all in English,
covering Sicily’s islands of Lipari, Vulcano, Salina,
Panarea, Stromboli, Filicudi and Alicudi.
The introductory section has a double page
spread, mostly pictures, for each of the sea,
history, volcanoes, hiking and nature, ancient
traditions, cultural events and food and wine.
Then each island has a two page map,
including naming all the features around the
coast and showing the contours, making it clear
just how they are dominated by their volcanoes.
A two page photograph completes the presentation for each island.
Scales on the maps, including the distances from one island to another,
would have been useful but ferry arrangements between islands are
given.
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Algarve Beach Guide
Algarve Tourism Bureau, Av 5 de Outubro
No 18, 8000-076 Faro, Portugal
170 x 120mm
A5
2016 edition
The Algarve Beach Guide remains the
benchmark for coastal guides for the general
public, 200km of coastline with resorts
usually getting a page each with at least a
large and a small picture and a limited
description which picks out the salient points.
The format of the previous edition (Nov
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14, p37) has been retained although many of the pictures are new with
various small changes to the text.
The Algarve has cliffs behind the beaches in the western half, low
land in the centre and salt lagoons at the eastern end. The cliffs are so
friable that it is standard to warn people to stay away from them in case
of rockfalls, to the extent that some beaches have limited access.
While there are some attractive photos of the cliff section, the
tendency is to show pictures giving an overall view of each beach so
the ones in the centre can show little more than sand and sea, this coast
being less encumbered with forests of sunshades than some other coasts.
Part of the 3km Praia do Homem Nu, in front of the lagoons near the
eastern end, is an official naturist beach. The final location is an inland
river site, Praia Fluvial de Alcoutim.
Driving and parking instructions are given and approach to many of
the eastern beaches is across boardwalks, sometimes of extreme length.
Some of the beaches are best reached by boat. The Olhão lagoon
section is used for canoeing, Praia da Mareta is now suggested as a canoe
launch point on the Vila do Bispo section and sit on top kayaks appear a
couple of times in the photographs.
Water Activities
Archive of Consorzio Lago di Garda - Lombardia
410 x 300mm folding to 160 x 110mm
17 pages, paperback
2017
This guide to watersports on Lake Garda is quite
brief but has some useful information. This includes
weather and air temperatures through the year,
details and directions of the winds to which it is
subjected, the current flows which result in the
water from these winds, beach locations, places
which cater for kayak and paddleboard users, rules which affect various
watersports, although paddling is not listed, and an identification chart
for fish in the lake.
The whole coastline is subject to 150 or 300m exclusion zones for
navigation. It is not clear whether paddlers are affected but, as the major
concern seems to be speed, the probability is that motorboats are the
difficulty.
There is a fold out map but the detail is limited for those afloat.
Rutas en Kayak
Fundació Foment del Turisme de Menorca,
Cami des Castell 28, 07702 Maó, Menorca
370 x 680mm folding to 180 x 110mm
In Spanish and Catalan, this map presents six
paddles along the coast of Menorca. They are not
continuous on the north side, avoiding the odd
exposed headland, and miss out the east and west
ends which include the most built up sections.
The map does not give a scale. On the other
side the six relevant sections of coast are broken up
and presented at the same scale, each with several
paragraphs of description. Pictures show sea kayaks
and sit on tops, the readership clearly visiting holidaymakers to the
island.
Hvar
Hvar Tourist Board,
21450 Hvar, Trg Sv
Stjepan BB, Hrvatska
170 x 120mm
A4
T h i s i n t ro d u c t o r y
guide to the island town
of Hvar is predominantly
photographic, including
some useful aer ial
shots of the coast.
The archipelago of the
Pakleni islands shelters the town from the excesses of the weather which
can be a bit wild on the Croation coast for those on the water when the
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wind gets up although the conditions are generally benign. Indeed, the
booklet advises that the island of Jerolim and Stipanska Bay are reserved
exclusively for naturists.
An overview of the town covers all aspects of life, architecture, social
events, religion, arts, scenery, food and wine, fishing and holidaymaking
in general.
Ischia
Ischia & Proceda Tourist Board
170 x 120mm
32 pages, paperback
A volcanic island with secret places accessible
only by boat, canoeing being mentioned, this
booklet introduces its archaeology, architecture,
beaches, spas, food and wine, folklore and crafts
and sport and leisure. Pictures include coastal
views. However, if it is intended to attract visitors
it has one serious omission. It fails to mention
where Ischia is, the only clues being the occasional
words in Italian. In fact, it is in the Mediterranean, off Naples.
Beaches
Maharashtra Tourism
Development Corporation,
Apeejay House, 4th Floor,
3 Dinshaw Wachha Rd,
Churchgate, Mumbai 400020
170 x 230mm
44 pages, paperback
Large breaking waves feature
in a number of the pictures
of the beaches of Maharashtra
and it is mentioned that they
can be up to 1.8m high at Kashid. The photos mostly show deserted
beaches although the implication is that they see plenty of visitors with
amenities to support them.
Each venue gets a two page spread with a half page of text which
includes suggesting how to get there and other attractions to see in the
area.
An alternative is the Walaval, Nerurpar, Karli, Katwan and ArondaKiranpani Backwaters of Sindhudurg, sheltered by vegetation and with a
character of their own.
Gargano
Pugliapromozione Agenzia
Regionale del Turismo, Piazza Aldo
Moro 33A, 70121 Bari, Italia
210mm sq
84 pages, paperback
2015
Usually with one resort per page,
this guide in Italian and English
presents 65 locations around the
spur on the boot of Italy. The resorts
vary from sand with hundreds of
sunshades positioned precisely to
cliffs with caves, perhaps difficult to
reach by land, sometimes only by sea.
Each resort has several pictures, frequently aerial and satellite shots,
and a contoured map. Beaches are often private and an icon shows
what proportion is often to the public. Numerous other icons show the
facilities which are available, including one for canoe hire as relevant.
Road access is included.
Sea and air temperatures are given through the year and there is
information on the winds and resulting sea state. Some places are
recommended for surfing. Finally, there is advice on safety at sea.
This is a booklet which puts across a lot of information with the
minimum of fuss, definitely recommended.
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The Sea
Regione Abruzzo, Dipartmento
Turismo, Cultura & Paesaggio,
Corso Vittorio Emanuele 11, 30165122 Pescara, Italia
280 x 210mm
39 pages, paperback
2017
Abruzzo, midway down Italy’s
Adr iatic coast, offer s 133km
of coastline. The large beaches
are given over to hundreds of
regimented sunshades in precise
lines but there are plenty of more
interesting parts of the shore.
Canoeing is mentioned and Pescara
offers canoe storage. There are
three small pictures of sea kayaks
at various locations, apparently the

Obscured by Amazon

Obscured by Waves (Nov 82, p16) describes Paul Caffyn’s first serious
sea kayaking expedition in late 1977, an attempt to paddle around
same two paddlers in each case.
Fiordland, which has a reputation for NZ’s worst weather, huge seas,
Pictures are not captioned so they are of limited value in deciding few landings and squillions of sandflies. This paddle was achieved with
where to go or to avoid. In fact, the page featuring lakes Bomba, Max Reynolds. Paul then went on solo to complete the first kayak
Scanno, Campotosto and Barrea in the national park area of the circumnavigation of the South Island.
mountains is, if anything, more informative and draws attention to an
The Dreamtime Voyage (May 96, p53) 25th Anniversary Edition is
area more likely to be overlooked.
Paul’s account of the 1982 first kayak circumnavigation of Australia.
The 1994 first edition was out of print by 1998, despite a 2nd print
run. Following a 25th anniversary of the finish of the Aussie paddle
Cicerone birthday
Congratulations to Cicerone, who reached their half century in in December 2007, organized by the Victorian Sea Kayak Club, Paul
March. Although they have rarely published anything directly for unveiled a plaque at Queenscliff. A procession led by a lone piper
the paddler, they have produced a cornucopia of books about canals, escorted Paul and his kayak, Lalaguli, to the Queenscliff Maritime
rivers and coasts for those nearby on bikes or on foot, of which Museum, where she is on permanent display. The new edition has a two
page preface, describing the anniversary and updating Paul’s more recent
we have reviewed about 100 over the years,
expeditions. It has been printed on a satin finish paper and all the black
our most prolific source of books. These
and white photos look so much sharper.
have included a few
I have brand new copies of both Dreamtime and Obscured by Waves
on aspects of outdoor
here in the UK and available for sale.
life which go across
One book for £21.00 + £3.95 p+p Royal Mail signed for.
the range of activities.
Both books for £38.00 +£3.95 p+p Royal Mail signed for.
Moveable Feasts by kayak
The background behind this is that many moons ago I used to live
p a d d l e r s A my - Ja n e
and work in NZ and met Paul Caffyn through work and mutual friends;
Beer and Roy Halpin,
we probably even kayaked together down the Arnold River on the
on outdoor cooking,
West Coast a time or two. More recently I discovered that Dreamtime
remains my all time
was being advertised on Amazon for literally hundreds of pounds;
favourite clever title.
this seemed ridiculous when I knew that Paul had ample supplies of
brand new copies just waiting for buyers. The
outcome is that whenever I fly back from one
of my pretty frequent trips to NZ I load my
suitcase with Paul’s books and sell them here
in the UK where I list them on both eBay and
Amazon. The copies I sell are brand spanking
new and in perfect condition, whereas the
others you sometimes see listed will in all
probability be secondhand.
Both Amazon and eBay take a hefty fee plus
with eBay there’s also PayPal commission; if
you’re happy to trade without the guarantees
that these platforms offer to buyers then I’m
happy to sell direct to you at the lower prices
you see above so that you save the fees.
The two books are the same size and format,
so definitely look good sitting side by side on
the bookshelf.
If you want to go ahead I’ll send my bank
details so that you can make a direct transfer;
alternatively, you can post me a cheque and I’ll
then get the book or books posted.
If you’d like to speak to the person you’re
dealing with or have any questions that’s fine;
please give me a ring one evening on 01455
213108. If you want to see before you buy
or collect the books we could arrange that
depending how far away from CV13 6JD you
are; maybe you visit the white water centre at
Holme Pierrepont, which is reasonably close.
Unbearable photos from Paul Caffyn’s next book,
The Audacious Alaskan Adventures of Kayak Dundee.
Mick Chaplin
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Beyond the River

1 hr 51 mins
Apr 2019
The Dusi, a three day race over 120km of the Msunduzi and Mgeni
rivers between Pietermaritzburg and Durban, has been described as the
world’s toughest canoe race. Think Sella Descent with grade 3 rapids
and Liffey Descent weirs, split up like the DW stage race. This race
and the build up to it are the setting for this film, which includes some
stunning race photography from aerial sequences to underwater shots. If
for no other reason, marathon racers must see this film.
There is much more to it, however, beyond the river.
Steve, a white school teacher, has won the race nine times. He finishes
a race on foot, carrying the two halves of his K1 after nearly drowning
himself. The stress is becoming too much for his wife, their marriage
falling apart. Then his long term racing paddler deserts him.
Duma, on the other hand, is a young township resident who has
shown promise as a paddler but has drifted away into crime, primarily
theft of electrical cables. The film begins with a chase by police who are
only too ready to pull their guns. It is getting too dangerous and Duma
is persuaded to return to canoeing instead, where he has potential to
achieve significant results.
This is not straightforward. His peers cannot accept the change. His
mother died when he was young and he has a younger sister to be
supported. His father is angry at the prospect of Duma concentrating
on canoe racing rather than bringing money into the household. His
partner in crime gets caught and looks to Duma to provide the bail
money.
Duma has a general fear of dogs after being bitten by a guard dog,
with implications for the race training. His shortage of money causes
various problems and pressures, including poor diet leading to brittle
bones, resulting in an injury when threatened by a dog during training.
Filming is often within a township with a backdrop of powerlines.
Subtitles are used where required although they need to be read quickly
before they disappear. The township filming is true to life.
The canoe club is also filmed regularly, especially the coaches and
racers training on the water. There seems to be good integration
between black and white paddlers although still the occasional
deliberate racial jibe at Steve because of his pairing.
There would have been an opportunity for shiny new kit with
sponsors advertising but this has been avoided, the film being much
more realistic as a result. The general public might like to have terms
such as ‘K2’ explained but that is a minor point. Although the long
portage on this race is shown on a diagram, it is not made clear that it is
quicker when the river loop is low but not when the water is up. There
are some subtleties which will be picked up only by racers.
It is a very emotional film. At times each of the two central characters
has tears pouring down his face. Even Duma’s question whether it is
the ocean, when he sees it for the first time from the support vehicle, is
humbling without anything more having to be said. Tensions between
the two paddlers include who should sit in the bow and the relative
relationship between the two.
If there is one thing which seems unlikely it is the central storyline,
especially after the race starts. However, it is based on a true story with
some still shots at the end of Siseko Ntdondini and Piers Cruickshanks
in the 2014 race to drive the credibility home.
This is a brilliant film, perhaps the best canoeing picture ever on
general release. Filmed with South African lottery support, it centres
on a discipline of canoeing less well known outside the sport, covers it
realistically and raises some issues which will have resonance for many
serious competitors and take viewers out of their comfort zones and
into territory largely unfamiliar to the general public in this country. It
should be mandatory viewing for black youngsters and people involved
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Light,
strong and
beautiful
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with them. There is plenty of food for thought even for those with no
interest in canoe racing.

Life on the Monty

Canal & River Trust
20 mins
Nov 2018
https://vimeo.com/301653179
Not to be confused with The Full Monty, based on the Sheffield &
Tinsley Canal, this is a comprehensive introduction to the Montgomery
Canal, filmed during last year’s glorious summer. It covers every aspect
of its use, especially its restoration, and runs through its history, wildlife
and other activities including the Montgomery Triathlon, which
includes paddling. Some time is devoted to horsedrawn narrowboats.
Shropshire Paddlesport premises and paddlers are met and boats seen
include canoes, short kayaks, bellboats and coracles.
Use of a drone enables some aerial views of the canal to be
incorporated. Finally, the Big Dig in Welshpool, the involvement of a
youthful Prince Charles and the importance to canal restorations across
the country are explained by Harry Arnold, who had been involved
with the restoration but died a few days before the film was released.

ICF tie up with Eurosport

Eurosport have agreed with the ICF to provide live TV coverage to
slalom and sprint ahead of the Tokyo Olympics. All of the five World
Cup slaloms and two World Cup sprint regattas in each of 2019 and
2020 will be covered. Extreme slalom is to be included in the coverage.

Memories to
share?

Back to basics

This article outlines the process of designing and building a one off
18’ sea kayak whilst enrolled on the 38 week Boat Building Course at
the Lyme Regis Boat Building Academy. Like several other students on
the course, I’d spent several years in a corporate environment and was
looking to get back to basics, working with traditional techniques and
materials to create something with my own hands. I’ve always enjoyed
anything to do with being on the water, canoeing, windsurfing and
yachting, so the Academy was a great opportunity to take my passion to
the next level and develop the skills needed to build a boat.

A kayak for all seasons

During the boatbuilding course I chose to build a kayak that would
combine several key elements. It had to have a unique, eye catching
design, it had to be built using a variety of different techniques and it
had to have a bright finish to bring out the texture and grain of the
wood. I also needed it to be light enough to be carried easily by one
person and suitable for use on rivers and lakes, as well as in the sea.
To meet all these different requirements, I drew on various design
elements from different types of kayaks (sea, river, racing and surf) and
built a one off 18’ 2” kayak for both fresh water and sea use.

Do any of your trips deserve
a larger readership? We are
pleased to hear from those who
wish to share memories of their
trips with others.
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The basic frame of the kayak. The following photos show the hull being stripped down.
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build techniques were rewarding in their own right, including the
cold moulding for the deck, which produced a uniform texture that
contrasts nicely with the strip-planked lines of the hull. I also enjoyed
the experience of inlaying the curved spruce stripes in the deck, which
ultimately enhanced the curved contours of the foredeck and the
transition to the rounded slipper stern.
Having done the course and built my kayak, I have many great
memories and learning experiences to take away with me. I’d also like
to leave one piece of advice for current and future students: whatever
you build, enjoy it on the water afterwards, just like I’m enjoying my
kayak.

Duncan Riddle

To learn more about the Boat Building Academy visit
https://www.boatbuildingacademy.com.
For the full range of West System products by Wessex Resins & Adhesives visit
https://westsysteminternational.com
For hints on building visit
https://www.epoxycraft.com

Soft curves and a bright finish

The result is a long and slender kayak with soft curves and an
upswept bow providing a very fine entry point at the waterline. The
beam at the cockpit is fairly narrow at just 20” and there is a transition
from a rounded foredeck to a flat aft deck behind the cockpit. The flat
stern deck then slips away to the waterline at a rounded stern with
raised fin, completing the streamlined look, inspiration for this feature
being drawn from Guillemot Kayaks’ Aleutesque.
With a western red cedar hull and a cold moulded sapele deck the
kayak is very strong, offering a great level of performance. The deck is
inlaid with three full length spruce curves to accentuate the flow of the
curves from bow to stern. It was amazing to see it taking its final form
during the varnishing process, the depth and texture of the different
woods working in harmony to great effect.
Despite being suitable for a paddler in the 76 to 86kg range, the
kayak only weighs 16kg, making it easy to carry.
The first time on the water was on a beautiful sunny day in Lyme
Bay with a slight chop. The experience was exhilarating; the kayak is
very fast thanks to the long waterline and stiff hull. There is just a slight
bow wave from fine entry and it readily picks up waves and holds its
line. The final combination of performance and design was better than I
could have hoped for and I have spent many happy hours paddling since
then.
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The wood/epoxy advantage

The deck of the kayak is built from three layers of 1.5mm sapele
veneer. These are bonded together with West System 105 epoxy resin
and West System 205 Fast Hardener, thickened with silica.
Both the strip planked hull and cold moulded deck were completely
sheathed with 80 gramme lightweight glass cloth, which was
impregnated with West System 105 epoxy resin and 207 hardener. The
207 hardener provides a nice clear finish with the added benefit of
improved UV resistance. It also cures more slowly, giving me a longer
working time, which was very useful when I was sheathing with glass
cloth to achieve the bright finish.
Once the epoxy was cured, I coated it with several layers of two pack
varnish and added further coats of traditional single pack varnish. The
final effect is a deep mirror gloss that shows off the wood to great effect
while also providing excellent protection against knocks and scuffs.

An experience to remember

The boatbuilding course at the Academy was extremely rewarding in
all kinds of ways. It was great to learn from excellent teachers and use
such well equipped facilities but there was also great camaraderie and
team spirit among all of the students.
Perhaps the most rewarding thing was building a one off kayak from
the concept phase and lofting, right through to launch. Many of the
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Choice 2: Capsize intake test measure4

Paddlecraft buoyancy design

Choice: Do you have it? If not, why not?

This article is about your craft. The principles apply to your open
canoe, your wild water racer, your sea kayak, your sit-on-top, your slalom
boat. The diagrams feature a general purpose kayak for illustration
purposes only. However, the buoyancy design points apply equally to
any small water craft. The ideas presented here are not new, eg Myles
Eckersley’s sketch from 1965.

There are no regulations requiring manufacturers to provide
buoyancy to any kind of measured standard. If you want buoyancy to
help you recover control quickly and easily after capsize or hull leak
you will probably have to fit it yourself. If you think you have enough
buoyancy to keep the boat afloat then I would urge you to think again.
What is the point of keeping the boat just afloat? Surely you want to get
back in quickly and paddle off? Will the buoyancy in your craft enable
you to do that if there is only enough to keep the boat afloat?

Choice 1: Secondary buoyancy

Which is safer?
Similarities: solid end buoyancy
+ one, two (or more) bulkheads air space buoyancy
SPACE 1

Difference

170 LITRES

SPACE 2

Examples5

14.8
litres

Similarities: two (or more) bulkheads accessed by hatches

Air space buoyancy
only
(primary buoyancy)

Air space
+
solid foam end buoyancy
(secondary buoyancy)

t

t

Examples:1
Sunk partly 			

Sunk completely 			

(bow on sea bed)

100 LITRES

COMPARTMENT 2

Cockpit 100 litres6

Cockpit 170 litres5

Which is safer?

Difference

COMPARTMENT 1

Built-in buoyancy
= minimum
volume cockpit
(MVC)

3.3 litres
Modified 1978 sea kayak

5.0
litres

For 1990s sea kayaks
CIT measure = 30 to 45 litres

Floating level with fitted buoyancy blocks
t

t

35 litres CIT
measurement

4 litres CIT measurement

Unstable - NO lateral
midships buoyancy
(free surface)

Stable - midships lateral onboard water volume
and lateral movement7

(toggle)
Floating level

Which is safer?
Which buoyancy design would you choose?

Part sunk2
Myles Eckersley’s sketch8
						Sunk3

Which is safer?
Which buoyancy design would you choose?
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The minimum volume cockpit for kayaks is not
a new idea – proposed 54 years ago in Canoeing
magazine July 1965 by Myles Eckersley.
Adapted and redrawn from Byde, AW (2016)
Wheels and Waves: the story continues… p60.
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Summary

Choice 3: Confluent hull space (damage/hull leak)
Which is safer?
Similarities: CIT measurement less than 10 litres + solid end buoyancy
+ one, two (or more) bulkheads

Difference

Bulkhead spaces all
connected (confluent)

Bulkhead spaces
separate
(compartments)

Examples9

Water (leak) in hull with cockpit dry

The principles above are not universally applied in commercial craft
and do not seem to feature in mainstream canoeing literature11. There
are no regulations requiring commercial craft to meet any minimum
buoyancy standard. Canoes, kayaks, sit on top and similar boats are
specifically excluded from the European Union Recreational Craft
Directive.
The objective of buoyancy design should be to enable the crew
(you!1) to recovery quickly and easily from mishap (capsize, damage,
leaks). Speed and ease of recovery is vital in open water.
Therefore, the buoyancy design should 1) function to keep the
maximum amount of water out and 2) serve to enable maintenance of
control for as long as possible (ie both lateral stability and directional
control).
On the website of British Canoeing a search of ‘buoyancy’ results
in advice to ‘Check that your boat has the required buoyancy to keep
it afloat in the event of a capsize12. This, in my view, is outdated and
inadequate advice. The fitted buoyancy of your craft ought to do more
than that and should help you, the crew. For example,
l How easy is it to empty water from the hull space(s) of your craft?
l Is it as easy as the ‘Hatches Off ’ recovery described in Winning 19901
Appendix 1?
l Has your sit on top any secondary buoyancy inside or just air space?
l Is your open canoe stable in roll when completely swamped because
of midships lateral buoyancy or is there none?
Can you afford to be complacent?

Peter Lamont

10 litres in fore space

80 litres in confluent hull
t

–> WIND –>
Level trim
20 litres in stern space
Directional control maintained6, 7, 10

t

–> WIND –>
Bow down
Which is safer?
Which gives you the best chance?

Directional control lost quickly

Which buoyancy design would you choose?

Stern down
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Test
Zerofit Heatrub Ultimate

Warm and light base layer
The Zerofit brand was established by Japanese golfing
enthusiast Koji Higashi but has branched out into many
other sport as a base layer. A tie up between his firm and Irish
distributors Advanced International now make his garments
available in the British Isles.
The Heatrub Ultimate is the top of the range and is
claimed to be twice as warm as the average sweater and up
to four times as warm as the typical base layer.
While the weave texture is more conspicuous on the
outside than my usual fleece base layer, the real difference
is on the inside where there are long fibres in a double
loop structure. It is friction between the body and these
fibres, creating warmth by rubbing, which is the basis of
the Heatrub name. The texture is more open, reducing
wind resistance if not worn under other layers, but it is light,
18% lighter than my usual fleece base layer. It also needs
protecting from any Velcro on other layers, with which it
interacts too easily.
Another characteristic is the four way stretch fabric which
results in close hugging of the body. This may or may
not be to your advantage. You may wish to display your
rippling muscles or slim physique or you may prefer not to
draw too much attention to them if you are not close to
the supermodel category.
Variant products address wicking away of perspiration,
trapping air for increased thermal retention or producing a
cooling effect to reduce overheating.
Purchase will usually be online at www.zerofit.co.uk or
Amazon but it is possible to see the Zerofit range for real
at certain golf clubs in central Scotland but mostly clubs in
Northern Ireland.

Warm
Light
Comfortable

Wind
resistance
Velcro
snagging

Sizes - S, M, L, XL
Colours - Black, grey, red
Price (inc VAT) - £50
Imported by Zerofit Europe Ltd, Unit 25,The Junction, 111
Ballymena Rd, Antrim BT41 4LL
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Byde your time
An alternative view of coach sexual harassment
Alan Byde, 33 years ago, was invited to Rio, Brazil, for coaching and construction in GRP.
He kept a diary; this is an excerpt, compressed.
Diary 4, Rio. 28/12/84. Went to the fabrica, about 2 pm. Mosquitoes.
I suffered with these b... insects. First the dog, the guard dog, a big beast
quite capable of eating me. They tried to get her to accept me but she
shows every sign of tension when near. I trust her all right; she’ll do
what she is trained to do. I don’t know how the insurance would run
if I was savaged by a guard dog at a place of work in a foreign country
without a work permit.
New Year’s Eve. Fireworks soaring everywhere. Big display at
Copacabana; all roads jammed at 6pm. We set out about 10.30pm to
motor around Barra, Leroy and Ipanema; traffic solid so we turned
back. Huge noise, people, tens of thousands. Half moon. Lots of dots
of lights from clumps of candles along beaches. Several buses stood
near the ‘Centre for the Resuscitation of the Drowned’ at the end of
Barra beach nearest Rio. I changed for swimming and at 15 seconds to
midnight was in South Atlantic by midnight. A few others in the water;
the beach was thronged with many thousands along the 8 mile beach
out of sight.
Macumba offering or shrine. A heap of sand about 18 ins high
surrounded by a little moat from which the sand came. There is a ridge
all round. Centre are 10 - 20 candles, lit. An open bottle of wine or beer.
The outer ridge supports many gladioli. The whole thing is about a
metre across.
Roped off area about 30 ft square in which numbers of African
people, 2 or 3 men, 7 or 8 women and 5 or 6 girl children stood. There
were several sites in the corners. Catholic image of Christ, about 20 ins
high, the Virgin and one of St George and the Dragon. One is invited to
have sins cleansed.
I stood in my trunks, towel over my shoulders, in army ‘at ease’
position. Suddenly I felt a limp set of genitals resting in my hands.
I didn’t flinch. I looked to my left and a tall young African stood
smiling at me. Propositioned half an hour into 1985. I stood there
until my group left. The at ease stance is dangerous in Rio. Returned
to the house, had a glass or two of cider, quite good, some cake of
sticky sweetness. They laughed uproariously when I told them of my
experience on the beach. They said that, after Los Angeles, Rio is the
world Gay capital.
4/1/85. Today three men came from Brasilia, Benjamin, Bismarke
and one other. They wanted instruction. I did what I could. The other
one has never been canoeing before so he is all over the place. He is the
‘tenth one’ in this lot. We did some rafting, changing places etc. Paddle
strokes. Rolling training. A beautiful day, strong and cooling breeze and
lots of sun. The moon is nearing full.

5/1/85. We are about to set off to the seaside town of Angre Dos
Reis (Anchorage of the Kings) for the weekend as official guests. About
100 miles SW. ADR was established 430 years ago, 1555 AD. Beautiful
beach, football played by dozens of lads in one game. Water black as ink
with sewage. This is where the comp will be tomorrow. Beautiful islands
offshore, a beautiful area but polluted.
To hotel. One 3/4 size bed for me. Carla arrived unexpectedly. She is
to share my room. Fifteen. Gorgeous Brasilian beauty. Eva tells me the
bed is mine but Carla is looking for a bed. Lolita springs to mind. Am I
incredibly lucky or unlucky?
6/1/85. We went to a restaurant just down the road from the hotel. I
was not hungry. Two glasses of real orange juice and a piece of melon.
Very pleasant. 3,000cr, about 75p. I sat beside Carla; she spoke schoolgirl
English well. She was haughty with the waiter, insisting on being
pleased and, until she was, she wasn’t. Signed her name with a toothpick
on the place paper, large and flourishing.
We all walked around the town centre. Today (Sunday) is the town’s
birthday and at midnight the town hall doors are opened wide, a cake
is brought out and shares given to all. The cake is 5m long, more like
a kayak than a cake. A cm for each year since the Portuguese landed,
planted the flag and claimed Brasil for Portugal.
It was 11 pm. A single bed had been put beside my couch that had
already been made into a bed. The single bed was taken into Octavio’s
room and that was almost that. I settled to reading when Octavio’s
girl and her sister appeared in the doorless doorway. Carla was in a full
length lacey nightdress like a wedding dress. She looked so sweet and
winsome there. I glanced up from my book said ‘Goodnight’ and carried
on reading. They hesitated a little while in the doorway, returned my
farewell and left. That was poignant.
Next morning. Carla is at the hotel desk as I write this, turned and
made a point of saying ‘Bon dia, Alan’, smiling pleasantly. She is a mature
child. Now we go and organize events. Spent the day very sunny on
the beach. Oh, Beadnell of my youth! How like. About 46 entrants.
Carla stormed home in the ladies’ event. Style rough, control enough,
determination superb.
Military Academy team arrived in several Canadians. Their paddling
was rough, three strokes this side, three strokes that side. Very merry but
unskilled. I joined one in a Canadian. I insisted on taking control. He
was not pleased but he saw how I handled the paddle which was far and
away better than their abilities.

Designing for
the Darkside

Duet in the DW.

From hobby to thriving business, Nick Adnitt’s canoes are racing ahead.

According to Nick, the name of his company, Darkside Canoes, is a
hangover from the old debate of kayak versus canoe. After years in the
former, he moved to racing in the latter but couldn’t find the right boat
for his needs.
‘The canoes were all for families or ridiculously skinny Olympic
sprint boats,’ he says. So he decided to build his own carbon fibre,
Kevlar and Pro-Set epoxy infused version. It needed to be one that he

could paddle and carry on the annual non stop 125 mile race between
Devizes and Westminster and that was capable of serious speed.
‘I went from first principles’ I looked at the regulations for racing
boats, dimensions, weights and constraints, and thought about what
would work best for me. Then I worked with a naval architect who
digitized the designs and ran them through a series of fluid dynamic
algorithms. The final design CAD data was used to programme a large

Alan adds a footnote: Did I? Emphatically not.

Copacabana beach on New Year’s Eve.
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Nick admits he’s not as competitive as he used to be and although his
single canoe was specifically designed for the Devizes to Westminster
Race, he’s not as focused on winning. After all, he’s coming in pole
position with his business; seven of his lightweight designs will be
competing this year and he’s now also making double canoes and skinny
fit versions for elite athletes.
‘I have learnt so much over the years,’ Nick says. ‘It’s been a brilliant
journey so far and Wessex Resins & Adhesives have been there every
step of the way.’

Nick hasn’t looked back as his canoe building hobby has turned into
a full time business.
‘Initially I outsourced to a manufacturer,’ Nick says. ‘I had the mould
made and he built the boats but I wanted to build them in exactly the
way I wanted so in July 2018 I moved into a unit on a trading estate
and now I make them myself.’
While his workshop is in Ludgershall, near Andover, Nick’s

Products used for resin infusion construction of the Darkness
single canoe and the Darkness Demon double canoe:
UV tolerant, epoxy compatible clear gel coat onto mould surface, allow
to go tacky.
Layer of 200g plain weave carbon fibre (light, stiff and cosmetically
pleasing). Next application is a layer of 200g carbon/kevlar twill
(combines some stiffness with additional strength to prevent the
boat from snapping). Following that, integrated cross ribs of 300g
unidirectional carbon added.
Final layer of 200g twill carbon fibre.
Layer of peel ply.
Layer of distribution media.
Layer of vacuum film. This is followed by Pro-Set INF 114 Resin/210
Fast Hardener introduced into vacuum to wet out all the dry fabric
laminate.
Fully infused under vacuum resin going off.

CNC lathe to make a full size model. From that we made a mould and
then a prototype.’
That prototype is now firmly part of Wessex Resins & Adhesives’
mythology as the technical team looked out the window and saw it
draw into the carpark. It was attached to Nick’s car roof as he came to
seek help about what to do next.
‘When I first started I was clueless and didn’t know what to do,’ Nick
says. ‘I received a lot of advice when I turned up with the prototype and
now I often phone Hamish (from the technical team) at Wessex Resins
& Adhesives and ask him questions.’
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showroom is the Kennet & Avon Canal or the Thames. ‘I put customers
in a demo boat, lend it to them for a couple of weeks and then have to
fight to get it back. They fall in love with the construction, the weight
and the handling.
‘Marathon racing involves portage. Because of Pro-Set products
Darkside Canoes are very lightweight, stiff and fast. Plus, because I use
naked carbon, clear resin, my boats look like something from Formula
One. They’re absolutely stunning. No wonder customers refuse to get
out.’

Products used for vacuum bag construction of the Darkness
Duet double canoe:
UV tolerant, epoxy compatible clear gel coat onto mould surface, allow
to go tacky.
Same laminate stack as for infusion models.
Additional placement of Lantor Soric 2mm core material around
cockpit rim for additional stiffness.
Wet layup using Pro-Set LAM-125 Resin/226 Hardener (medium cure
speed).
Layer of peel ply.
Layer of breather cloth to absorb excess resin squeezed out by vacuum
compression.
Sealed vacuum bag.
West System 105 Resin/207 Special Coating Hardener used to make
the seat/footrest flanges and the carbon seats.
The first prototype constructed from a single layer of 600g carbon twill
using West System 105 Resin and 207 Special Coating Hardener. This
was built on Nick’s front drive before he started to use moulds.

Zella Compton
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Dragon boat racing

Amathus and Wraysbury battle it out
British National Championships
The British championships returned to Holme Pierrepont and found
parking conditions much more sensible than for the last two years.
Some people in BC kit did try to close off part of the carpark with
barriers but it was not their event. Indeed, there were checks on crew
sheets for BDA membership.

It was made clear that starts would be on time, rather than held for
late arrivals. Loading and unloading of dragon boat crews takes a bit
longer than with smaller boats. This year the pontoon by the finish
tower was reserved for the use of a couple of crews with disabled
paddlers. On the water, disabled paddlers race on equal terms with
everyone else but off the water they are given every necessary extra
The women’s 500m grand final, taken by Henley in Bristol’s boat.

Powerhouse take the women’s 200m grand final.

Wraysbury take the open 500m grand final from Amathus by 0.06 sec.
The senior 200m grand final goes to Wraysbury.

The 200m open cup grand final goes to Amathus by 0.04 sec from Henley.

Powerhouse, Worcester, Notts Anaconda and Exe-Calibre close racing in the mixed 200m minor final.

Amathus take the corresponding grand final.

help, which is the way it should be. Purple Warriors also had their own
piper although anyone else who wanted one could have brought one.
Saturday had miserable weather, overcast and cold with a light
headwind, dusk arriving early.
The juniors had their own format, three 200m races with boats for 14
paddlers, the best two results to count. Burners took a clear win every
time from Royal Power and St Neots Spartans for the title.
The other events were all for 20 crew boats. The second heat of the
women was one of the closest, Thames Amazons taking it by 0.04 sec
from Liverpool crew Amathus. In their grand final, however, Stockton
crew Powerhouse were home ahead of the Amazons by 1.3 secs.
The seniors had a straight final, Wraysbury taking the title from ExeCalibre with Henley 3rd. Indeed, throughout the racing Henley often
took 3rd with Wraysbury or Amathus fastest home.
The second semi final for the open plate was another close one,
Preston holding off Worcester by 0.06 sec. The rain had started by the
time the finals were run, the open cup grand final going to Amathus by
0.04 sec from Henley.
Amathus took the mixed cup grand final from Raging Typhoon with
Henley in 3rd place again.
The day finished with the 2km race, the distance of less importance
than the three turns on the regatta course, not easy at the best of times
without the presence of other dragon boats. Being a time trial with start
intervals of about 10 seconds, crews were soon overtaking each other,
resulting in some tactics on the turns. Crusaders were first away with
Amathus seeded last of the 18 crews. Amathus were seeded correctly,
passing three other crews to take a win of 5.26 seconds from Wraysbury
with Henley 3rd.
Sunday’s threatened storm had the decency to keep its distance,
offering a much better day for the 500m races.
The senior/junior race was a straight final, Wraysbury leading Henley
and Burners crews home.
The crosswind had veered round to a tailwind for the mixed finals.
Making the most of this were Amathus with a win of three and a half
seconds from Wraysbury.

The women had a straight final, which Henley took from Amathus
and local crew Anaconda.
Amathus Bees took the open plate major final by 0.07 sec from
Pershore Phoenix. The open cup grand final was even closer with
Wraysbury just 0.06 sec up on Amathus at the line, Henley 3rd another
5 seconds back to round off the national titles.
200m: 14J: 1 Burners, 1:53.72. 2 Royal Power, 2:06.93. 3 St Neots Spartans, 2:08.44.
20W: 1 Powerhouse, 58.31. 2 Thames Amazons, 59.61. 3 Henley, 1:01.04.
20Mix: 1 Amathus, 51.91. 2 Raging Typhoon, 53.18. 3 Henley, 53.32.
20O: 1 Amathus, 50.10. 2 Henley, 50.14. 3 Wraysbury, 50.51.
20S: 1 Wraysbury, 54.38. 2 Exe-Calibre, 55.20. 3 Henley, 55.47.
500m: 20S/J: 1 Wraysbury, 2:12.27. 2 Henley, 2:14.62. 3 Burners, 2:15.91.
20W: 1 Henley, 2:26.45. 2 Amathus, 2:27.59. 3 Anaconda, 2:28.40.
20Mix: 1 Amathus, 2:08.20. 2 Wraysbury, 2:11.54. 3 Soaring, 2:11.97.
20O: 1 Wraysbury, 2:04.75. 2 Amathus, 2:04.81. 3 Henley, 2:09.63.
2km: 20O: 1 Amathus, 9:49.07. 2 Wraysbury, 9:54.34. 3 Henley, 10:02.15.

Five boats making the turn together in the 2km race.

Amathus well ahead in the mixed 500m grand final.
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Purple Warriors and their piper.

Winner of the Engaging the Community - Small Scale category in
the CRT’s Living Waterways Awards for 2018 was the Nowka Bais
dragon boat racing regatta on Edgbaston Reservoir in Birmingham.
Not just racing for the Bangladeshi community, using boats from
Gable Events, it offered a fair, street food and a party atmosphere.
The first Nowka Bais was held on the Thames at Oxford in 2008
using traditional Bangladeshi canoes and paddles (Apr 09, p73).
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Devizes-Westminster Race
Last year’s race having been curtailed at Reading because the Thames
was at a high level, there were any many competitors this year with
unfinished business, to be conducted in very different conditions.
Easter was nearly the latest it could be, giving maximum daylight.
That did not ensure that the weather would be reasonable but it was,
perhaps the hottest ever for the race, including what was recorded as the
warmest Easter Monday ever. As well as being warm, the sun sometimes
being hazy, the conditions were calm with only a light headwind to
offer some cooling. The previous dry conditions meant the canal level
was low with slow flows. It was certainly not to be a year for broken
records.
The usual spring daffodils were over, replaced by dandelions and
stinging nettles along the banks, a territorial swan near Pewsey and a
couple of unicorns supporting one of the junior crews. Surprisingly,
there were very few narrowboats on the move and road traffic was
not too bad, considering an accident had closed the M4, diverting the
holiday vehicles onto the A4.
It looked to be a year with several outstanding crews rather than
strength in depth.
The first day of the stage race saw the mixed junior lead taken up by
Dunlop/Claire, 3 minutes ahead of Harding/Hourahane at Newbury.
The previous year the class was won by the Fowey River crew of
Collinge/Holden, who were 14 minutes ahead when the race was
stopped at Reading. This year they had different partners with some
dramatic performances. Bronte Holden was racing in the junior ladies
with Samantha Martyn of Wey. By Newbury they had built up a 40
minute lead over Wilks/Edgington. Matthew Collinge was with James
Drage and their first day lead over Lewin/Hawkings was 43 minutes,
Holden/Martyn third fastest overall.
There were just two C2s, both from Royal Hospital School, Dutoit/
Young 5 minutes ahead of Kempster/Coplestone-Crow at this stage.
The contrast with the ladies’ singles was extreme, veteran Bethan
Davies of Reading having a 1 second lead over Jenny Illidge of
Worcester, Fower River’s Alice Bray 21 minutes further back.
Fowey River were also outpaced in the men’s race, Ben Haynes of
Falcon 10 minutes clear of Michael Southey, who had been in the
winning K2 in 2014. Within half a minute was veteran overseas paddler
Eric Verduyckt, winner of this class in 1997.
The second day of the stage race, from Newbury to Longridge, saw
more of the same. Dunlop/Claire added a further 40 minutes to their
lead over Harding/Hourahane.
Holden/Martyn opened up their lead over Wilks/Edington to an
hour and a half. Collinge/Drage increased their lead over Lewin/
Hawkings to exactly 1 hr 17 mins with Holden/Martyn still in third
place overall.
The C2 gap increased to 25 minutes.
Davies got clear water over Illidge, 6 minutes of it. Haynes doubled
his lead over Southey, with Verduyckt a further 3 minutes back. Ignacio

The two remaining significant ladies’ crews left at 11am, over three
hours later than Butler/Walker for the same tide The experienced
veteran crew of Bates/Golder turned in a very competent performance
to produce a time of 21:30. Killingbeck/Tilley left 5 minutes behind
them but this was ambitious and they had already lost 9 minutes
by Pewsey, which had opened up to an hour and three quarters by
Teddington, where they came uncomfortably close the missing the end
of the tide window, prior to facing less assistance from the tide for the

The usual hive of activity at Devizes on Good Friday morning.

Guy Dresser

Marathon

A race of triumph and tragedy

Soler Fabre of University College Birmingham was in 4th place. There
were only two boats in the student subclass, where he had a lead of over
4 hours.
In the overnight race Butler/Walker opted to leave early, before
8am, but their timing was sound and they arrived at Teddington just
after the turn of the tide for an eventual 3rd place in the ladies’ class.
Dutson/Burke left around 9.30 on a faster schedule but crashed beyond
Aldermaston.

White/Waters demonstrating the art of the possible.

Lewin/Hawkings at Wilcot.

Collinge/Drage won the junior doubles by over two hours.
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Davies and Illidge portage Hungerford Lock.

Holden/Martyn, junior ladies winners and 3rd juniors overall, leave the tunnel.

Maynard/Maynard and Mukungunagwa/Cheeseman took the first
two places in folding boats.

Nicole Williams still in the race at Pewsey.

Student Ignacio Soler Fabre, 3rd single overall.

Haynes, Verduyckt and Dobson wash hang Southey into Pewsey.
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Junior C2s at Kintbury: winners Dutoit/Young,
Kempster/Coplestone-Crow and Kimberley/Kimberley.

final leg. Killingbeck/Tilley were placed 2nd in their class, as last year,
but were 2 hrs 5 mins behind the winners.
The Dutch pair of Witteveen/Verkleij had the opposite problem,
starting a quarter hour after Killingbeck/Tilley but really motoring,
passing Bates/Golder beyond Pewsey. They dropped the pace a bit after
Bray but still arrived well before the top of the tide.
Last year’s C2 winners, Cook/Blacker, left around 9am but back
problems had set in by Hungerford and they did not get very far onto
the Thames. Williams/Williams set out 18 minutes behind them but
overtook them by Aldermaston, to finish the race in 23 hrs 34 mins,
beating Mellelieu/Sampson by a quarter of an hour.
Hendron/Jordan and Burt/Hayes set off at the same time and paddled
the whole canal together. Only on the river did Hendron/Jordan begin
to edge ahead, opening up a 19 minute lead by the finish for overall
2nd place, Burt/Hayes placed 3rd and the veteran winners. The most
promising of the younger crews, Palmer/Wilkes, set off an hour behind
them. They held a good pace on the canal but pulled out not far down
the river.
This left two crews to go. The mixed crew of Lane/Seaford went at
15.14 and the favourites, Moule/Sharpe, singles winners in 2016 and
2015 respectively, left 37 minutes later. They had closed the gap to 22
minutes by Aldermaston but Moule was suffering breathing difficulties
and did not make it off the canal.
Ideally, Lane/Seaford should have left rather earlier for the conditions
but their performance was sound, to arrive at Westminster just 2 minutes
over 18 hours, superb for the low flows. This gave them a win of 13
minutes. While the 2015 win of 1 hr 20 mins by Broughton/Moule
was astonishing by any standards, this second overall win of the race by
a mixed crew in five years shows that it is not just a fluke not to have an
all male crew winning. Seaford himself had won in 2013 with West.
Also notable in the doubles race were White/Waters of Exeter, 79th
of 114 finishers. Jonathan White lost both legs and his right arm in
Afghanistan while Lee Waters suffered gunshot wounds. They had also
completed the race in 2012.
The third day of the stage race ran from Longridge to Ham at the top
of the tideway. The lead of Dunlop/Claire in mixed doubles was pulled
up to 1 hr 18 mins, also keeping them comfortably in second place in
the under 17 schools subclass.
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Bates/Golder won the ladies’ event by over two hours.

Butler/Walker, 3rd ladies.
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It was in the junior ladies’ class that the numbers really started to get
silly. Holden/Martyn extended their lead again and were now 2 hrs 33
mins in the lead, still in third place overall. Collinge/Drage increased
their lead to 1 hr 50 mins.
Kempster/Coplestone-Crow managed to slip only a further 3
minutes on their team mates in C2.
Similarly, Illidge managed to lose only a couple of minutes more to
Davies in the ladies’ K1 class. The change came at the top of the men’s
class,Verduyckt having a strong day to get within 16 minutes of the lead,
passing Southey, who was now only 38 seconds clear of Soler Fabre. The
only other student had retired, wrapping up that title.
The final day, on the tideway, saw Dunlop/Claire of Mount Kelly take
a win of 1 hr 34 mins in the mixed juniors and 2nd place overall in the
under 17 schools category to Rawlinson/Flory of Cokethorpe School.
Holden/Martyn’s lead and position at the line were virtually
unchanged, a phenomenal performance. Collinge/Drage upped their
lead to 2 hrs 3 mins, again a brilliant result.

Burt/Hayes and Hendron/Jordon paddling together as they head away from the tunnel.

Runners up Killingbeck/Tilley at Oak Hill.

Overall winners Lane/Seaford make for Crofton as the sun drops.
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Moule/Sharpe were the favourites but did not make it off the canal.
The relative positions for the C2s changed by only a few seconds on
the tideway, giving Dutoit/Young a 19 minute win.
Davies pulled up another minute to win the ladies’ K1 by just under
10 minutes.
The overall singles win was taken by Hayes from Verduyckt, Soler
Fabre also managing to slip past Southey for 3rd place. Verduyckt’s win
in the veteran class was by just a minute short of 3 hours.
Tragedy struck late in the race, within sight of the finish. Tim Jones,
a 57 year old racer from Worcester, was riding a wash when he ended
up in the water. Exactly what happened is not clear at this stage but

Ladies’ C2 winners Murnaghan/Metcalfe at Pewsey.

Alice Bray being refuelled at Kintbury.
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there is a suggestion that he might have sustained a head injury at some
point. He was picked up by the rescue boats and taken to St Thomas’s
Hospital, immediately upstream from the finish. Sadly, hospital staff were
unable to save him.
It is a notable achievement that nobody has ever died on the water
in the 71 years of this tough race, sometimes in testing conditions, not
least the weather. There has been one fatality on the bank and one in a
dangerous weir on the Thames during training. We must wait for details
of what actually happened at Westminster. The tragedy took the shine
off what had been an excellent race.
1L - Black Swan Salver: 1 B Davies, Reading, 19:26:35. 2 J Illidge, Worcester, 19:36:04.
3 A Bray, Fowey R, 20:10:35.
1LV - Fastest Veteran Lady: 1 B Davies, Reading, 19:26:35.
2 O Abbott, Bishop’s Stortford, 21:18:16. 3 S De La Combe, 22:23:25.
1 - Marsport Shield: 1 B Haynes, Falcon, 16:46:21. 2 E Verduyckt, 17:02:21. 3 I Soler Fabre,
Univ Coll Birmingham, 17:17:35. 4 M Sothey, Fowey R, 17:25:52. 5 P Thorogood, Elmbridge,
17:45:36. 6 S Tilbury-Clarke, Pangbourne, 19:15:54. 7 B Davies, Reading, 19:26:35. 8 A Little,
Devizes, 19:26:43. 9 J Illidge, Worcester, 19:36:04. 10 R Smith, Cambridge, 20:01:15. 11 A
Bray, Fowey R, 20:10:35. 12 S Dums, Richmond, 20:15:38. 13 A Railton, Falcon, 20:16:33. 14 S
Helle, Falcon, 20:31:10. 15 C Symonds, 20:45:56. 16 A Runnegar, Viking, 20:51:34. 17 O Abbott,
Bishop’s Stortford, 21:18:16. 19 J Crossley, Southampton, 21:23:51. 20 J Elliott, Solihull, 21:35:28.
1Univ - Fastest University Single: 1 I Soler Fabre, Univ Coll Birmingham, 17:17:35.
1MV - Maureen Duck Memorial Cup: 1 E Verduyckt, 17:02:21. 2 R Smith, Cambridge,
20:01:15. 3 S Dums, Richmond, 20:15:38. 4 S Helle, Falcon, 20:31:10. 5 C Symonds, 20:45:56.
6 A Runnegar, Viking, 20:51:34. 8 C Quirk, 22:04:33. 9 N Goulden, 22:09:10. 10 D Everest,
Basingstoke Canal, 22:24:00. 11 G Harding, Basingstoke Canal, 22:25:23. 12 M Wilks, Devizes,
23:38:08. 13 B Dolling, Worcester, 23:59:45. 14 M Gutteridge, Reading, 24:08:39. 15 M Rogers,
Poole Harbour/Dorset Police, 24:27:01. 16 R Cunningham, 24:37:31. 17 N Shaul, 24:37:59.
18 T Garstang, Ipswich, 25:24:32. 19 P Carroll, Bath, 27:11:58.
1O50: 1 E Verduyckt, 17:02:21. 2 R Smith, Cambridge, 20:01:15. 3 S Dums, Richmond, 20:15:38.
5 C Quirk, 22:04:33. 6 N Goulden, 22:09:10. 7 D Everest, Basingstoke Canal, 22:24:00.
8 G Harding, Basingstoke Canal, 22:25:23. 9 S De La Combe, 23:23:25.
10 M Wilks, Devizes, 23:38:08. 11 M Rogers, Poole Harbour/Dorset Police, 24:27:01.
12 T Garstang, Ipswich, 25:24:32. 13 P Carroll, Bath, 27:11:58. 14 G Miller, 27:32:25.
2U17Sch - BSCA Junior Trophy: 1 Rawlinson/Flory, Cokethorpe, 20:50:02.
2 Dunlop/Claire, Mt Kelly, 21:05:59. 3 Barrett/Atkins, Kimbolton, 21:20:23.
2LJ - Junior Ladies Trophy: 1 Holden/Martyn, Fowey R/Wey, 18:29:28.
2 Wilks/Edington, Devizes, 21:12:29. 3 Butler/Peak, Dauntsey’s Sch, 21:37:50.
2MixJ: 1 Dunlop/Claire, Mt Kelly, 21:05:59. 2 Harding/Hourahane, Dauntsey’s Sch, 22:39:35.
3 Pittock/McNally, Royal Hospital Sch, 22:57:03.
2J - Wiltshire Gazette Shield: 1 Collinge/Drage, Fowey R, 16:08:47.
2 Lewin/Hawkings, Bryanston Sch, 18:11:51. 3 Holden/Martyn, Fowey R/Wey, 18:29:28.
2CivJ - Berksonian Trophy: 1 Collinge/Drage, Fowey R, 16:08:47.
2 Lewin/Hawkings, Bryanston Sch, 18:11:51. 3 Holden/Martyn, Fowey R/Wey, 18:29:28.
2SctsJ: 1 Jeffery/Davies, Wokingham, 23:57:41.
2VJ - Fred Bartlett Trophy: 1 Tilbury/Fitzgerald, Pangbourne, 19:18:55.
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2 Clarke/Allen, Devizes, 20:23:19. 3 Jones/Jones, 23:07:03. 4 Wilson/Wilson, Lord Wandsworth Coll,
24:25:52. 5 Moulding/Moulding, 26:12:42.6 Arif/Stishova, 27:57:02.
2L - Woodpecker Cider Ladies Rose Bowl: 1 Bates/Golder, Falcon, 21:29:27.
2 Killingbeck/Tilley, Newbury, 23:34:13. 3 Butler/Walker, Pangbourne, 24:40:36.
2LV - Bulmers Cider Trophy: 1 Bates/Golder, Falcon, 21:29:27.
2 Killingbeck/Tilley, Newbury, 23:34:13. 3 Butler/Walker, Pangbourne, 24:40:36.
2Mix - CPO WR Templeton RN Memorial Trophy: 1 Lane/Seaford, Reading, 18:01:58.
2 Mitchell/Pearce, Longridge, 20:42:25. 3 Verlinden/Marien, 22:30:51.
2 - Devizes-Westminster Challenge Cup: 1 Lane/Seaford, Reading, 18:01:58.
2 Hendron/Jordan, Richmond/Maidstone, 18:15:06. 3 Burt/Hayes, Newbury, 18:34:07.
4 Seddon/Marett, Grenadier Guards/Longridge, 19:36:38. 5 King/Justice, Fire Service, 19:39:51.
8 Young/Donald, 19:57:53. 9 Bruce/Edwards, Royal Marines, 20:02:15. 10 Balla/Hogan, Barking &
Dagenham, 20:07:05. 11 Morgan/Mayes, Royal Marines, 20:20:42. 12 Blackwell/Blackwell, Exeter,
20:30:57. 13 Mitchell/Pearce, Longridge, 20:42:25. 14 Escott/Lewis, Bradford-on-Avon, 20:45:38.
15 Ives/Lawson, Army, 20:50:49. 16 Beaver/Playle, Barking & Dagenham, 21:00:40.
17 Barry/Shephard, Chelmsford, 21:21:43. 18 Guest/Osborne, Devizes, 21:21:51.
19 Bates/Golder, Falcon, 21:29:27. 20 Carter/Pollock, St Andrews Coll, 21:40:29.
2Civ - Devizes-Westminster Civilian Trophy: 1 Lane/Seaford, Reading, 18:01:58.
2 Hendron/Jordan, Richmond/Maidstone, 18:15:06. 3 King/Justice, Fire Service, 19:39:51.
6 Young/Donald, 19:57:53. 7 Balla/Hogan, Barking & Dagenham, 20:07:05. 8 Blackwell/Blackwell,
Exeter, 20:30:57. 9 Mitchell/Pearce, Longridge, 20:42:25. 10 Escott/Lewis, Bradford-on-Avon,
20:45:38. 11 Beaver/Playle, Barking & Dagenham, 21:00:40. 12 Barry/Shephard, Chelmsford,
21:21:43. 13 Bates/Golder, Falcon, 21:29:27. 14 Carter/Pollock, St Andrews Coll, 21:40:29.
15 Hawkings/Vallance, Univ of Reading, 21:54:53. 16 Whitehead/Taylor, Newbury, 22:19:04. 19
Martin/Goodlad, Leighton Buzzard, 22:36:59. 20 Stobbart/Wilcock, Metropolitan Police, 22:42:19.
2Ser - Devizes-Westminster Services Trophy: 1 Bruce/Edwards, Royal Marines, 20:02:15.
2 Morgan/Mayes, Royal Marines, 20:20:42. 3 Ives/Lawson, Army, 20:50:49.
2Res - Devizes-Westminster Reserve Trophy: 1 McKenna/Wakley, Army, 23:15:16.
2 Manning/Mutton, Army Air Corps V, 27:06:11.
2RN - Roger Crane Memorial Trophy: 1 Bruce/Edwards, Royal Marines, 20:02:15.
2 Morgan/Mayes, Royal Marines, 20:20:42. 3 Maynard/Maynard, Royal Marines, 25:23:45.
2A - Devizes-Westminster Army Trophy: 1 Ives/Lawson, Army, 20:50:49.
2 Moorhouse/Jones, Army, 21:43:08. 3 Cragie/Ludlow, Army, 21:59:52.
2RAF - RAF Trophy: 1 Richter/Astbury, 23:43:40. 2 Banfield/Lambert, 24:35:11.
2Pol - Haslam Trophy: 1 Stobbart/Wilcock, Metropolitan, 22:42:19.
2Scts - Devizes-Westminster Scout Trophy: 1 Morrisey/Morrissey, Dollymount Sea,
19:49:20. 2 Hancox/Hancox, Wokingham, 22:44:05. 3 Burdett/Corfield, 28:44:08.
2OS - Overseas Trophy: 1 Witteveen/Verkleij, Rotterdamsche/Euros, 19:49:46.
2 Nielsen/Sørensen, Hvidovre, 22:20:30. 3 Verlinden/Marien, 22:30:51.
2Univ: 1 Hawkings/Vallance, Reading, 21:54:53. 2 De Ferrer/Howes, Cardiff, 24:48:11.
3 Shearer/Sellens, Cardiff, 25:33:01.
2V - Lee Trophy: 1 Burt/Hayes, Newbury, 18:34:07. 2 Seddon/Marett,
Grenadier Guards/Longridge, 19:36:38. 3 King/Justice, Fire Service, 19:39:51. 5 Balla/Hogan,
Barking & Dagenham, 20:07:05. 6 Blackwell/Blackwell, Exeter, 20:30:57. 7 Ives/Lawson, Army,
20:50:49. 8 Beaver/Playle, Barking & Dagenham, 21:00:40. 9 Guest/Osborne, Devizes, 21:21:51.
10 Bates/Golder, Falcon, 21:29:27. 11 Whitehead/Taylor, Newbury, 22:19:04. 14 Stobbart/Wilcock,
Metropolitan Police, 22:42:19. 15 Smee/Snell, Longridge, 22:57:37. 16 Johnson/Livingstone,
23:01:28. 17 Lane/Worth, Exeter, 23:04:54. 18 McKenna/Wakley, Army, 23:15:16.
19 Holmes/Howatson, Nottingham, 23:15:32. 20 Banks/Heard, Army, 23:18:26.
2.100: 1 Beaver/Playle, Barking & Dagenham, 21:00:40. 2 Stobbart/Wilcock, Metropolitan Police,
22:42:19. 3 Lane/Worth, Exeter, 23:04:54. 4 McKenna/Wakley, Army, 23:15:16.
5 Mellelieu/Sampson, Longridge, 23:48:38. 6 Hobley/Davidson, Basingstoke Canal, 24:22:41.
7 Walker/Bamforth, Pangbourne, 24:24:33. 8 Butler/Walker, Pangbourne, 24;40:36.
9 Murnaghan/Metcalfe, Basingstoke Canal/Pangbourne, 25:01:14. 10 Blackburn/Unwin,
Newbury/Bradford-on-Avon, 25:12;25. 11 Hancy/Stroud, Chelmsford, 26:22:55.
12 Manning/Mutton, Army Air Corps V, 27:06:11. 13 Campbell/Townson, Bedford Sch, 27:54:58.
14 Burdett/Corfield, 28:44:08. 15 Abrams/Bullock, Bishop’s Stortford, 34:53:15.
2F - Folding Boat Trophy: 1 Maynard/Maynard, Royal Marines, 25:23:45.
2 Mukungunugwa/Cheeseman, 27:27:43. 3 Adams/Jesson, Royal Marines, 32:19:08.
C2J - Junior Canoe Trophy: 1 Dutoit/Young, Royal Hospital Sch, 24:53:04.
2 Kempster/Coplestone-Crow, Royal Hospital Sch, 25:09:36.
C2L - Senior Ladies C2 Trophy: 1 Murnaghan/Metcalfe, Basingtoke Canal/Pangbourne,
25:01:14. 2 Quemby/Boyd, Purley, 27:23;04. 3 Malka/Vater-Lambert, 34:31:36.
C2 - Devizes-Westminster Canadian Trophy: 1 Williams/Williams, 23:33:32.
2 Mellelieu/Sampson, Longridge, 23:48:38. 3 Walker/Bamforth, Pangbourne, 24:24:33.
1T: 1 Falcon, 57:34:04.
1/2T: 1 Reading, 59:39:15.
2LJT: 1 Dauntsey’s Sch, 43:28:51. 2 Seaford Coll, 45:14:14. 3 Colethorpe Sch, 45:53:25.
2JSchT - Schools Team Trophy: 1 Churchers Coll, 61:46:56. 2 Launceston Coll, 61:49:25.
3 Dauntsey’s, 62:45:56.
2JT: 1 Devizes, 60:51:35. 2 Churchers Coll, 61:46:56. 3 Launceston Coll, 61:49:25
2T - Devizes-Westminster Team Trophy: 1 Newbury, 64:27:24. 2 Army, 64:33:49.
3 Barking & Dagenham, 65:01:44.
2CivT - Gillingham Trophy: 1 Barking & Dagenham, 65:01:44. 2 Longridge, 67:28:40.
3 Falcon, 73:14:32.
2SerT - Royal Engineers Trophy: 1 Army, 64:33:49. 2 Royal Marines, 65:46:42.
3 Army, 78:51:35.

A record, surely?

Keith Wickham’s Boxing Day race on the Wear from Durham to
Finchale was his 57th consecutive one. Can anyone else match that in
any canoeing event anywhere?

Zero to hero website

The website Zero to DW Hero has been put together by Steph
and Al Hicks of the Falcon club in Oxford after difficulty and much
time researching information needed to take part in the Devizes to
Westminster Race. Independent of the race organization, it takes the
potential entrant from getting started, preparing kit, training, nutrition,
motivation and support crew to the race itself, together with their own
personal experience. Their time in last year’s shortened race placed
them 11th in mixed doubles so expect to find something pitched at a
fairly average crew rather than those who are already well informed.
The site, https://zerotodwhero.com, is presented by Steph and is
very readable. It offers
a training plan and an
information sheet for
suppor t crews plus
parking information,
kit list, master plan
and timing sheet. Each
of these will cost you
£2.50 or £5, £20 if
you want to take them
all, saving you a great
deal of time trying to
obtain the information
elsewhere or anguish if
you are short of a vital
piece of information.
Even if you don’t
want to buy any of
them, there is much
information free and
links to other sites.
Steph and Al get fed at Wootton Rivers.

DW part of Cracknell’s problem

Marriage problems between James Cracknell and his wife, Beverley
Turner, stem from his obsession with beating challenges around the
world, more determined after a bike accident resulted in a personality
change in 2010, rather than spending time at home with his young
family. In 2009 he paddled the Devizes to Westminster Race with
Bernie Shrosbree, ran the New York marathon and tackled the Land’s
End to John o’ Groats cycle record on a tandem, following a race across
Antarctica the previous year. He said he became interested in canoeing
after encountering so many paddlers on the river while training for
Olympic rowing.

Short marathons

The name itself would seem to be a contradiction in terms. The
ICF are to run 3.6km races in addition to the usual marathon length
marathons at this year’s world and European championships. These
sprint marathons will involve three circuits of a 500m course and
will include two portages. They will be for senior K1 and C1 classes
only. It is not so long ago that we had 10km events at sprint world
championships, terminated and then reinstated as 5km races. At Szeged
sprint regatta last year (Nov, p61) there were 5km races with portages so
we now have the confusion of 3.6km marathons and 5km sprints, each
with portages. British racers have tended to perform well in the longer
distance races in the past although they have produced some impressive
results in 200m races of late.
The marathon name comes from Greek mythology. Messenger
Pheidippides ran from Marathon to Athens in 490BC to announce the
defeat of the Persians, before dropping dead. The Olympic distance is
now standardized at a very precise 42.195km, the distance of the 1908
Olympic race from Windsor Castle to the White City stadium with a
circuit of the stadium, finishing in front of the royal box.

Navel gazing

The EA and Michael Gove issued a missive on use of the Thames this
Easter, warning about locks, weirs, bridges, bridge jumping, cold water
and swimming. People were advised to beware of boat traffic, which
may find it hard to spot swimmers. The whole document managed to
avoid mention at all of Britain’s largest canoeing competition, taking
place on the river that weekend.
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Coaching dispute escalates

Following in her wake, Ottile Robinson-Shaw was named Junior of
the Year in the latest World Paddle Awards.
Under 21 polo player Jack Playford was nominated as Sportsman of
the Year in the World Paddle Awards. The German men’s team were also
nominated for winning the world championships in the aftermath of
the death of one of their number.
New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington has been voted the most popular
paddler in an ICF poll for the second year running, just beating
P o r t u g a l ’s F e r n a n d o
Pimenta. She is to contest an
unprecedented four events at
the Tokyo Olympics, 200m in
K1 and 500m in K1, K2 and
K4. Slalomist Jessica Fox, in
4th place, was the only paddler
in the top five not from a
sprint regatta background.

ICF

Tokyo’s Kasai Olympic slalom course under construction.

Sport with a purpose launched

Dame Kelly Holmes, along with 20 team mates, participated in the
inaugural Orbis Challenge to raise awareness about health, wellbeing
and nutrition in Malawi. Participants visited Malawian community
initiatives between a 25km run up Mulanje, a 30 or 55km cycle across
the Zomba plateau and a 20km paddle on the stunningly beautiful Lake
Malawi. Kelly was working with the Malawi focussed education and
philanthropic travel company Orbis Expeditions to
help them launch the initiative Sport with a Purpose.
The cause for 2018’s expedition was Street Chef, an
initiative that aims to get more nutritious street food
out to Malawians, using locally sourced food, cooked in
an environmentally
f r i e n d l y w a y.
Holmes will be
back there this
year.

ICF photographs

A dispute over who is allowed to coach whom escalated to the point
where a child protection allegation was made against top marathon
paddler Tom Daniels, involving a hearing. In protest, Wiki Daniels
withdrew the right of BC to use her software which has been the
standard method of administering marathon races for some years
although the dispute did not involve the Marathon Racing Committee.
BC have had an alternative program written but it seems to be less
satisfactory than Wiki’s program.
To cut a long story short, BC’s head of governance and compliance
has joined those departing from BC management. CEO David Joy has
refused an apology so president Ivan Lawer has issued one himself.
The DW Race, although not a BC event, was also affected by this.
While Wiki’s software worked fine with the live tracking system used
for the race, the replacement software would not work with the tracking
site and so the DW website had to be taken down for the duration of
the race.

The Sea Forest Waterway sprint regatta venue..
The test event for canoe sprint will be held at the Sea Forest
Waterway in September while slalomists will test out the Kasai course
in October.
How many times in the last 71 years have safety crews, not to
mention the general public, leaned out over the water to look
through the Bruce Tunnel to see if anyone is coming? Perhaps a
handhold attached to the brickwork would increase the safety of
those doing so.

Olympic Games support waning

Interest in hosting the Olympic Games is declining steadily. In 2004
Athens beat 10 other bids but Paris had to beat only one other city for
2024, the fall being continuous between the two dates. The prime cause
is the exponential rise in the cost. Since 1960 every Games has been
over budget, London in 2012 being one of the best for cost control.
Another factor has been resulting white elephant venues remaining.
The ICF have gone out of their way to return to canoeing venues for
world championships the following year but when did you last hear of
a slalom on the Athens course? Even the Rio aquatics stadium for the
most recent Games stands empty and abandoned.
Meanwhile, the ICF have praised Tokyo 2020 Olympic organizers
after a visit to the planned slalom and sprint venues.
Development of the slalom venue and the sprint course are on
schedule and are expected to be completed by the June deadline.
‘We can see significant changes and developments for both venues
since our last visit,’ secretary general Simon Toulson said.
‘We can really see the waterways taking shape. We left Tokyo
confident both the Sea Forest Waterway sprint and paracanoe venue and
the Kasai canoe slalom venue will be world class.
‘Our athletes, officials and spectators are going to be very happy with
the facilities and the course.’
The Sea Forest Waterway is located in the port of Tokyo, less than 30
minutes from the centre of the city.
The slalom venue is in the Kasai area, less than 25 minutes from
Tokyo central.
Both venues will be maintained after the Olympics and Paralympics,
providing a legacy for Japanese water fans and athletes.
For the first time the ICF joined with FISA, world rowing’s
governing body, for an inspection of the Olympic sprint and rowing
venue.
‘This is a continuation of our close relationship with our friends at
rowing as we look to ensure our sports are presented in the best possible
light at Tokyo 2020,’ Toulson said.
‘Our partnership has the potential to lower costs for the Games
organizers as we have already identified common areas where we can
share resources.’
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Red-S dangers

Warning has been given of the dangers of Relative Energy
Deficiency in Sport. It is a condition which results from inadequate diet
in an attempt to reduce weight and, so, go faster. The problem, affecting
both genders, is that side effects can result in reduced bone density
and also in reduced testosterone or oestrogen and essential body fats.
Reduced performance and longterm health issues can both result.

Schofield heads for Scotland

Jon Schofield has been employed by the SCA as head of Performance
& Pathways. He has Olympic medals in sprinting and has been
European and junior world WWR champion. He also has successive
degrees, currently working on a relevant PhD. Funding for the post will
be supported by the National Lottery.

Reunion

A UK canoe slalom reunion is planned for Jun 15th at the Lee Valley
centre. The event is intended for anyone who has been involved in the
sport since 1950.

Boater X events

Boater X or extreme slalom events are being run at Cardiff on May
5th, at the Lee Valley course on May 11th and at Holme Pierrepont on
Jun 1st. Groups of four competitors race head to head with successive
elimination rounds. This year a British team will be sent to the first
slalom World Cup event, where there will be a Boater X competition.

Chinese bans

Chinese paddlers Shenfang Tian and Huan Men have each received
two year bans and their coaches one year bans and fines after the pair
failed spot tests for Triamterene last April. Their results for Szeged
regatta in May do not stand. Tian was 8th in K1 5km and was in the
women’s K4 team placed 2nd in the 500m B final. Men was 9th in the
women’s C2 500m final. Tests were carried out by the Chinese anti
doping agency.
The Chinese team were last in trouble in 2008, when four paddlers
and four team staff received bans for Clembuterol. It is pleasing to
note that the British team have been clean except for polo player Peter
Meakin, who received a two year ban in 2009 for Stanozolol.

Leading competitors acknowledged

Freestyle world champion Claire O’Hara, with a string of previous
wins behind her at world level, was made an MBE in the New Year’s
honours list.
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What constitutes sport? It has been quite a few years since the number of registered sports in Britain passed 300. Yet look at the sport
section of the BBC news website and it is not unusual to see five of the seven pictures devoted to football, not playing it but players and
management shouting at each other. It is quite common to see nobody at all actually participating in sport.

Back then
20 years ago
* We wished the BCU’s national coach Geoff Good well as he retired through ill health.
* Llandysul Paddlers’ smart new clubhouse was opened.
* The Nene White Water Centre was about to open.
* Maverick Canoe & Kayak Club in Swindon, a junior club which had been running for a year with only
junior officers, was refused affiliation to the BCU as it did not have any adult staff.
* The Clyde Canoe Club, founded in the 1870s, changed their name to the Loch Lomond Sailing Club.
* A marathon paddler swam at the dangerous Romney Weir on the Thames where a marathon paddler training
for the DW Race had been drowned five years earlier but EA staff were forbidden to speak to the media.
* The Government were considering freedom to roam but only on land, while the SCA were to appoint a
paid national access officer.
* Pyranha’s Lightning was voted boat of the show at the International
Canoe Exhibition.
* Ray Goodwin was probably the first person to pass all three Level 5
coach awards in canoe, kayak and sea kayak.
* The Swiftwater Rescue service was introduced in Wales, to be equivalent
to mountain rescue.
* The MCA and the RNLI were working on a code of conduct and new
by-laws for small non regulated pleasure craft.
* Peter Bray had completed the DW Race 10 times and was now proposing the first unsupported solo kayak
crossing of the Atlantic.
* The ISKA buyer’s directory featured sea kayaks from all over Europe, with dimensions, volumes and hatch
sizes.
* Ocean Kayaker editor John Ramwell was being contacted by subscribers to Ocean Paddler, of which he had
been the original editor, complaining about the non appearance of that magazine.
* Two studies by climate change experts warned of the Thames freezing over, permafrost in Yorkshire and
glaciers in Scotland within the 21st century.
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Parting shots

Paddlers of all sorts
and of all ages
in all sorts of craft
on all kinds of water
all over the country.
The one thing they have in common
is that they are enjoying themselves
out on the water

River Thames, Reading.

Cotswold Water Park, South Cerney.
River Dee, Potarch.

Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation, Hoe Mill Lock..

River Nene, Earls Barton.

Sconser, Skye.
Lancaster Canal, Lancaster.

Portland Harbour, Weymouth.

Royal Military Canal, Sandgate.

Calgary Bay, Mull.

Stackpole.
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Bristol Floating Harbour.
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River Dart, Dartmouth.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which
may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque
open countr yside, wild moorland, coastal
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined,
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery,
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive
architecture and even their associated folkore,
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a
flavour of each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

256 pages

65 maps

49 maps

1,018 photographs

608 photographs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 2972 3

978 1 4729 0084 5

3rd edition 2017

1st edition 2013

Price £30.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Review of third edition:
‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk
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Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide
230 x 160mm
336 pages
69 maps
270 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
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‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

Size A4
304 pages
70 maps
716 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 4656 9
1st edition 2012
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail
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From Berwick to the Solway, from
the clear blue waters of Cornish bays
to the tempestuous seas around rugged
Pembrokeshire headlands, Coastal Britain
journeys around the varied shorelines of
England & Wales.
From remote countryside to modern
cities, through industrial hubs to fishing
villages that have remained largely
untouched for centuries, Coastal Britain
visits all the places of interest along
the entire coastline, exploring history
and heritage, striking architecture and
engineering, wonderful flora and fauna,
on the way delving into art, relevant
literature and culture. With maps and
evocative photography, local brews to
artefacts, nautical conditions and features
that help convey the character of each
area, Coastal Britain presents the array of
facets that make each stretch of shoreline
special.

Size A4
336 pages
658 photographs
61 maps
Soft cover
978 1 4729 5869 3
1st edition 2019
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

